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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we explore two stochastic techniques to study properties of
materials in realistic systems. Specifically, the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method is
utilized to study the crystal growth process of ferroelectric materials and the quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) approach is used to investigate the ground state properties of atoms
and molecules.
In the growth simulations, we study the growth rates and chemical ordering of
ferroelectric alloys using an electrostatic model with long-range Coulomb interactions.
Crystal growth is characterized by thermodynamic processes involving adsorption and
evaporation, with solid-on-solid restrictions and excluding diffusion. A KMC algorithm
is formulated to simulate this model efficiently in the presence of long-range interactions.
The growth process is simulated as a function of temperature, chemical composition,
and substrate orientation. We carried out the simulations on two heterovalent binaries,
those of the NaCl and the Ba(Mgi/3 Nb2 /3 ) 0 3 (BMN) structures. Compared to the simple
rocksalt ordered structures, ordered BMN grows only at very low temperatures and
only under finely tuned conditions. For materials with tetravalent compositions, such
as (1 - x)Ba(Mgi/3 Nb2 /3 ) 0 3 + xBaZr 0 3 (BMN-BZ), the model does not incorporate
tetravalent ions at low-temperature, exhibiting a phase-separated ground state instead. At
higher temperatures, tetravalent ions can be incorporated, but the resulting crystals show
no chemical ordering in the absence of diffusive mechanisms.
In the second part of the thesis, we present results from an auxiliary field quantum
Monte Carlo (AFQMC) study of ground state properties, in particular dissociation
and ionization energy, of second-row atoms and molecules. The method projects the
many-body ground state from a trial wavefunction by random walks in the space of Slater
determinants. The Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation is employed to decouple the
Coulomb interaction between electrons. A trial wave function IT T) is used in the
approximation to control the “phase problem”. We also carry out Hartree-Fock (HF) and
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations for comparison to AFQMC results and to
serve as starting wavefunctions for our AFQMC calculations. Results of dissociation
energy are in excellent agreement with experimental values. Ionization energy errors are
somewhat larger than those of other methods. We conclude with a discussion of several
possible sources of error as well as a direction for the improvement.

xi
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Modifications and designs of new materials using trial and error laboratory synthe
sis is time-consuming and costly. The last decade, it has become increasingly viable
to determine and predict material properties using computer simulations. Because the
computational capabilities are becoming more powerful, parameters which are not easily
measured can be calculated sufficiently for our purpose. Species and atomic arrange
ments of the system can also be controlled directly. In this thesis we focus on two distinct
studies: i) the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) of crystal growth in ferroelectric alloys and ii)
the study of ground state properties of atoms and molecules within the framework of the
auxiliary field quantum Monte Carlo (AFQMC).
The first part of this thesis, where the growth process of complex perovskite structurebased ferroelectric materials is investigated by kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method, con
sists of the following four chapters. Chapter 2 provides more insight on the motivation and
background of the project. Chapter 3 is devoted to the theoretical approaches. An ionic
model used to simulate the relaxor single crystals is reviewed in detail and our adaptation
for the growth modeling, which includes the special handling of electrostatic interactions
during the growth process is discussed. Furthermore, we describe the generalization and

2
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modification of the KMC algorithm for long-range interactions. In Chapter 4, we present
the results of our growth simulations for the perovskite A (B B )0 3 and A(BB B,,) 0 3 crys
tals. Growth rates and order structure of NaCl and BMN type crystals as a function of
temperature, chemical composition and growth orientation are shown. To help understand
our growth results for systems where a (typically small) fraction of tetravalent B ions are
mixed in, we carry out total energy calculations to study the compound stability. Chapter
5 addresses our crystal growth predictions and prospects for the model and points out
the future directions. Most of the results described in these chapters have been published
[ 1, 2].

Chapter 6-9 are devoted to the study of quantum mechanical ground state properties
of atoms, ions, and molecules by using the auxiliary field quantum Monte Carlo. Chapter
6

introduces AFQMC method as well as several one-electron methods. Chapter 7 concen

trates on several details of the auxiliary field quantum Monte Carlo formalism including
the Trotter decomposition and the application of Hubbard Stratonovich Transformation.
We also address the phase problem and discuss new formulations used to control it. In
Chapter 8 , we articulate details of the computational parameters. Illustrative convergence
tests are given and we also present results on dissociation energy and ionization energy.
Finally, several aspects of the results are discussed in Chapter 9. A manuscript describing
this study is in preparation [3].
In Appendix A, we include some technical details on the treatment of the long-range
interactions in our simulations. We describe the formalism of the optimized non-local
pseudopotential in Appendix B. We devote Appendix C to the discussion of the charged
simulated unit cell corrections, which are utilized in the study of ionization energy.
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CHAPTER 2
KMC Study of Crystal Growth in
Ferroelectric Alloys
Ferroelectric crystals are known for their important technological applications such
as high-permitivity dielectrics, piezoelectric sensors, transducers, and mechanical actua
tors [4], Recently, single-crystal relaxor perovskites such as Pb(Zn 1 / 3 Nb2 / 3 )0 3 -PbTi0
(PZN-PT) and Pb(Mg1 / 3 Nb2 / 3 )0 3 -PbTi0

3

3

(PMN-PT) were synthesized and found to ex

hibit ultrahigh strain and very large piezoelectric constants [5]. The structure of alloys like
PMN-PT can be viewed as a perovskite A B 0 3 framework (a cubic lattice for the ideal perovskite crystal), with Pb ions on the A-site and a solid solution of (Mg+2, Nb+5, Ti+4)
ions on the B-sites, with average B-site ionic charge +4. Of course this is an idealized
picture, neglecting vacancies, impurities, local structural distortions, and partial chemical
ordering on the B-sites. The ideal cubic A B 0 3 perovskite is pictured in Fig. 2.1. The A
atoms are at the cube corners, the O atoms are at the face centers and the B atom is at the
cube center which forms an octahedron with the O sites.
Partial B-site chemical ordering is a common feature of the high-piezoelectric solid
solutions. While random B-site ordering is observed in isoelectronic solid solutions
4
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FIG. 2.1: A perovskite crystal structure. The locations of A, B and O site atoms are shown. The
A atoms are usually group II metal while the B atoms can be several different elements.

like Pb(Zr1 __a;Tia ; ) 0 3 (PZT), non-isoelectronic B-site solid solutions A(BB B/ )Os, with
B-site cations from group II, IV, and V, often exhibit compositionally-dependent B-site
chemical ordering. At 1640°C, when the tetravalent composition x is increased in (1 —
a;)Ba(Mg1^3Nb2/3 )0 3 + x BaZr0 3 (BMN-BZ), the following sequence of B-site order
ing is observed: [11 l]i : 2 order for x < 5%; then [ 111 ]i;i order for 5% < x < 25%;
and finally disorder for larger x [6 ]. The [11 l] i : 2 notation refers to x-ray observation of
alternating

[111] stacking of B-sites, where (3 and (31denote average scattering sites.

For example, in BMN-BZ with x = 0, one can identify (3 with Nb and (3' with Mg. The
[111]i:i notation refers to x-ray observation of rocksalt-like alternating (3(3' [111] stack
ing of B-cations. In this case, the assignment of the (3 and 3' sites has been debated,
as discussed below in connection with the space-charge and random-site models [6 ],
Other Ba-based perovskites, e.g., (1-x) BaCMgiysTa^XXs + x BaZr0 3 (BMT-BZ) [6 ],
(l-.x) Ba(Mgi/ 3 Nb 2 / 3 ) 0 3 + x BaZr0 3 (BMN-BZ) [7], display a similar sequence of B-site
order. On the other hand, for Pb-based systems, e.g., (1-x) Pb(Mgi//3 Ta2 / 3 ) 0 3 + x PbZr0 3
(PMT-PZ), [111]i ; 2 order is not observed at x = 0; instead, annealing between 1325°C and
1350°C results in [111]i:i order all the way down to x = 0 [8 , 9]. Other Pb-based per
ovskites , e.g., Pb(Mgi/ 3 Nb 2 / 3 )0

3

(PMN) [10, 11], display similar B-site ordering.

Since their discovery, growing large single crystals has been a major research goal,
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but this effort has been largely unsupported by theory, because of the difficulty in mod
eling and simulating the non-equilibrium processes occurring in nucleation and crystal
growth in such complex materials. In this thesis, we use kinetic Monte Carlo [12] simula
tions of a simple effective Hamiltonian to model the growth process of these ferroelectric
crystals.
Given the ionic character of these materials, it is not surprising that the inclusion
of Coulomb interactions has been found to be crucial in describing their properties. A
simple, purely electrostatic model introduced by Bellaiche and Vanderbilt (BV) [13] has
had considerable success in explaining the observed equilibrium B-site chemical ordering
in many perovskite alloys. The BV model only considers Coulomb interactions between
point charges (+2, +5, +4, etc., representing the different atomic species) that reside on
the B-sites, which are constrained to lie on an ideal cubic sublattice.
This electrostatic model is the starting point of our growth simulations. Simplified
models based on Ising like effective Hamiltonians H eff have been used to model growth
in simpler systems [14, 15]. These models often have only short-range interactions where
the atoms only interact with the nearest-neighbors. To adapt the electrostatic model of B V
to study crystal growth, we consider a slab-geometry with periodic boundary conditions
in two-dimensions while having the third dimension(positive z) as the growth direction.
The slab is viewed as being embedded in a liquid-phase melt, which is parametrized by a
chemical potential difference A/x with the solid bulk phase. Moreover, A// is the essential
variable which dictates the growth kinetic as well as the growth modes. In our simulations,
the spatial lattice is defined by the substrate lattice. The crystal configuration is updated
according to the long-range Coulomb interactions. Atoms of the crystal normally are
constrained to reside only on a discrete site. In addition, a solid-on-solid (SOS) restriction
is imposed, which requires that adsorption only occur onto empty lattice sites directly
above an occupied site, so void formation is neglected. In keeping with the simplicity of
the model, diffusion in the bulk and at the surface is also neglected.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2.2: A simplified diagram o f the simulation restrictions, (a) a discrete placement and (b)
solid-on-solid.

The non-equilibrium dynamics of the growth process are modeled using the kinetic
Monte Carlo (KMC) method [16]. The KMC algorithm introduced by Bortz, Kalos, and
Lebowitz (BKL) [12] has been quite successful in simulating crystal growth in Ising-like
models with short-range interactions between adatoms, but the method is inefficient in
the presence of long-range interactions. We discuss a generalization of the algorithm to
efficiently handle the long-range interactions in the BV model.
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CHAPTER 3
Theoretical Approach
Crystal growth is, by its nature, a non-equilibrium phenomenon. There are sev
eral contexts which need to be considered in the growth process i.e. the growth rate at
which the crystals reach the equilibria and the adatoms behavior at the growth surface.
In practice, crystal growth occurs as a transition of solid —>crystal(melt), liquid —>crystal(solution), or gas —>crystal(vapor) [17]. Normally crystals will grow from a melt much
more rapidly than they will grow from a vapor or a solution phase. This is simply because
the density of adatoms in the melt is comparable to those in a crystal, so the adatoms to be
grown already exist [18]. For both vapor and solution growth, the density of adatoms is
relatively low therefore, the growth rate will be much smaller than that of from the melt.
Our simulations are mainly based on the crystal growth from the melt phase. At each
stage of the simulation the crystal is modeled as a slab of finite thickness. However, it is
convenient to index the allowed B-sites as in an infinite three-dimensional crystal lattice
I = i a i + j a,2 + k 0 3 .

(3.1)

Two-dimensional (2-D) periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are employed along the a 1
and a 2 directions. The

and a 2 lattice vectors lie in the x-y Cartesian plane, and are

used to define a L^a 1 x L 2 a 2 = A x x A 2 2-D supercell. Growth proceeds along the

8
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^-direction. In the calculations, we employ two substrate orientations, [001] and [111],
and their lattice vectors are depicted in Figure 3. The simulation is initialized as a slab of
uniform thickness / / 0 a.3 , with a predefined B-atom configuration. A given simulation is
terminated when either the maximum slab thickness or the maximum number of Monte
Carlo (MC) time steps is reached. We use the notation L x L x H max to label a particular
simulation where H max is the number of layers for maximum slab thickness (the initial
substrate included).

i\Z

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3.1: Diagrams of crystal growth substrate directions. (a)[001] and (b)[ 111]
Since the SOS restriction that we impose does not allow the formation of voids,
the crystal configuration, C, is specified at each stage of the simulation by the set of
occupied sites I = (i,j, k) and their charges qt. The BV electrostatic model cannot be
directly used in this slab geometry, due to ill-defined electrical boundary conditions in the
z direction and the lack of exact charge neutrality during the growth simulation. Section
3.1 describes how we handle these issues. Similarly, a direct application of the KMC
algorithm is inefficient due to the long-range Coulomb interaction. Section 3.2 describes
the KMC method and our modifications to make it applicable to the model.
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3.1

The Electrostatic Model
The B V model is derived by considering the total electrostatic energy for an A(BB'B ” ) 0

compound:
(3.2)
where R tT is the position of the ion on site r (=A, B, Oi, 0 2, 0 3) in cell I, and e is the
dielectric constant. For a given Bravais lattice, e sets the energy scale. We consider the
perovskite structure with group 11 A-site atoms (e.g. Ba, Pb), so the charges on the A and
O sites have fixed values of +2e and —2e, respectively. Since the average B-site charge
is +4e, it is convenient to express the charges on the B-sites, Q i ,b , as
Q i,b — 4e + <&.

(3.3)

Up to a constant, the configurationally averaged electrostatic energy depends only on the
B-site charges, since the configurational average of qt is zero:
(3.4)
where we have for simplicity restricted ourselves in Eq. (3.4) to a cubic Bravais lattice
with lattice parameter a, and R ib = I a. In this model each cell I is therefore reduced to a
single lattice site with charge qt, and the energy of the compound is given by the inter-site
Coulomb interaction.
The long-range Coulomb interaction must be treated with care in a bulk simulation
to ensure proper convergence. For 2-D and 3-D simulations with periodic boundary con
ditions, the method of Ewald sum is often used, in which periodic images of the charges
and neutralizing background charges are introduced [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] so that the bare
Coulomb form l/\l —l'\ is replaced with a reduced form v(l —V). For our growth simula
tions, we are dealing with a slab geometry with PBC only in two dimensions (x-y). Some
modifications are required before the Ewald method can be applied.
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In the simulations, we will need to calculate the energy change from Eq. (3.4) due
to the evaporation of a charged ion qti at the surface of the crystal (see Eq. (3.25) below).
The distribution of point charges that qu “sees” can be described by the charge density

p(r ) = ^ 2 5 1 qiS^r ~ 1 ~ R )
l

(3-5^

R

where I runs through the position vectors of the atoms within the simulation cell, and
R is a 2-D Bravais supercell lattice vector: R = n i A 1 + n 2A 2. Directly summing the
Coulomb potentials of the individual point charges, V ( r — I — R ) = Qi/\r — I — R\,
leads to an ill-defined and conditionally convergent result, as is well known. However, for
three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions, a unique solution of Poisson’s equation
exists (for an electrically neutral system), and it is conveniently calculated using Ewald’s
method. Subject to some additional physically motivated conditions, a unique solution
can also be found for finite thickness slabs that are infinite in extent along two spatial
directions.
Solutions of Poisson’s equation, V 2 C (r) = —4 7 rp(r), in our simulations are subject
to two-dimensional (2-D) PBC, V ( r + R ) = V(r ), as is the charge density p(r). The
2-D PBC imply that V (r) and p(r) can be expanded as:

P( r ) = Y , p G ( z ) e tG'r “

G
V (r ) = 52VG(z)etG'r>
‘,

(3-6)

G

where G is a 2-D supercell reciprocal lattice vector and r p is the x-y component of
r, r p = r — (r ■z ) z = ia\ + j a 2.
Substitution of Eqs. (3.6) into Poisson’s equation yields
- G2Vg (z ) = -

47

TPG(z),

whose solution can be expressed as
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VG{z) = - 4 tt j

Q{z - z ) p G(z')dz,

(3.8)

—OO
where Q{z — z r) is the Green’s function corresponding to Eq. (3.7).
If there are any ill-defined contributions to the Coulomb potential, they must arise
from the G = 0 solution in Eq. (3.7). This is because only the G = 0 term of p(r) in
Eqs. (3.6) contributes to the net slab charge. In addition, even if the slab is electrically
neutral,there may still be a net dipole moment D, which wouldleadto different asymp
totic values of the Coulomb potential at z = ± o o . Again, D alsodepends only on the
G =

0

term of p{r), where

OO

D =

/ zp(z)dz,

(3.9)

and where
p(z ) = \ j

Pi r ) d x d y

= pG=oO),

(3.10)

and A is the area of the 2D supercell.
We therefore first consider the solutions of Eq. (3.7) for G ^ 0. Physically mean
ingful results require that the solutions satisfy lim|,|^+0 0 VG(^) =

0

, which leads to the

following unique definition of the G ^ 0 Green’s function:

y[z

Jx _
z) —

[${z - z')e- G

+ d(z' - z)eG^z~z'')]
5

(3.11)

where G = |G | . For any reasonably localized charge distribution pg{z), Eqs. (3.8) and
(3.11) result in well behaved exponentially decaying solutions VG(z) as \z\ —>■oo.
For G = 0 Eq. (3.7) becomes
d2V0(z)
= -4?rpo(2:).
dz 2

(3.12)

As adatoms are adsorbed or adatoms evaporate in the course of the growth simula
tions, the net charge will fluctuate so that the total charge in the simulation supercell will
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not be precisely zero at each stage of the simulation. Similarly a net dipole D may form.
However, in a real growth process there are always compensating charges that will cancel
any ill-defined long-range effects due to the lack of charge neutrality or the presence of
a dipole moment. In our calculations, we simulate this by a construction that ensures
that pa=o(z) always represents a neutral charge distribution with D = 0. This leads to
well-defined boundary conditions lim^i^oo V0(z) = 0.
As in the 3-D Ewald method, a diffuse localized charge density g(r) is added and
subtracted to each point charge to facilitate the decomposition of the potential into abso
lutely convergent direct- and reciprocal lattice sums:

p(r )

=

^ 2 J 2 ^ is ( r - 1 - R ) ~ 9 ( r - 1
I

=

Pi(r)

-

R)}

R

+

Y lJ2qi9(r - 1- R )
I

R

+ p2(r).

(3.13)

The diffuse charge density g(r) is chosen to be a normalized spherically symmetric Gaus
sian, as in the 3-D Ewald method:
/C t\3/2
2
g(r) = [ - )
e~ ,

(3.14)

where the value of the Ewald convergence parameter a is arbitrary, but is usually chosen
to optimize the convergence of both the direct- and reciprocal-lattice sums. The integrated
charge of pi(r) is zero by construction, as is its dipole moment D, so its contribution
Vi (r) to the Coulomb potential can be obtained by a rapidly convergent direct-lattice
sum, given in the Appendix A.
On the other hand, the procedure for calculating the Coulomb potential V-2(r) due
to p2(r) requires special handling. At each site V in the unit cell, the potential V2(l') is
effectively computed as arising from the true p2(r) plus an additional artificial density
chosen to keep the slab neutral and cancel its dipole moment. We implicitly construct
this artificial density by introducing two approximations, described below, into the usual
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Ewald method. V^Z') is due to: i) the Z / Z' Gaussian charge densities and their periodic
images qig(r — I — R), and ii) the periodic images qi>g(r — I' — R). [As in the 3D Ewald method, a spurious interaction of the point charge qt>with its own Gaussian
density qvg(r — V) is explicitly removed later.] Alternatively, the contribution (//) above
due to the Z'-sublattice Gaussian images can be replaced by the sum of Gaussian images
iia) —qig{r — V — R). Note the replacement of qt>by —qt on the Z'-sublattice. These
two formulations are equivalent in a bulk crystal simulation with 3-D PBC and a neutral
simulation cell, since the integrated total charge vanishes:
=

(3.15)

i/i'
In the 2-D slab geometry of our growth simulations, this will not be the case in
general. Overall charge neutrality is still satisfied in a statistical sense, however. Our
procedure for calculating V2(r) consists of two approximations. The first approximation
is to use formulation (iia) above which effectively imposes charge neutrality. Regrouping
the sums, the approach iia) can alternatively be viewed as saying that the contribution
of each qig(r) sublattice to l/fZ'j is to be calculated as the potential due to the charge
density:
P2l' \ r ) =(l i Y l

r - 1 - R ) ~ 9(r -

(3-16)

R

Since the integrated charge of p f ’1} (r) is zero, the use of this approximation effectively
imposes overall charge neutrality at each stage of the growth simulation.
The boundary conditions are still ill-defined however, since the sum of sublattice
potentials due to the p f *j (r ) may still have a dipole moment D. We therefore introduce a
second approximation: the Gaussian image densities —qig(r — I' — R ) are made coplanar
with the qigir — I — R ) sublattice. In other words, the Gaussian densities —qig(r) are
placed at

positions

that are the projections of the qi> image positionsonto the plane defined

by the qtsublattice. In place of Eq. (3.16), the contribution ofeach qig{r) sublattice is
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thus calculated as the potential due to the charge density:

p V \ r)

=

Qi

\g(r - I - R ) ~ 9 ( r - l'-R)

( 3 .1 7 )

R

where V denotes the projection of the position I' onto the plane defined by the qt
(I IM
sublattice. The charge density p2 ’ (r) has a rapidly convergent expansion in terms of 2-D
(I V)
planewaves given by Eq. (3.6). Moreover, the G = 0 contribution of p2 ’ (r) vanishes, so
the Coulomb potential V2(r) is readily found using the equations given in the Appendix.
These two approximations ensure overall average-charge neutrality and vanishing dipole
moment D = 0, resulting in a well-defined Coulomb potential at each stage of the growth
simulation. Complete formulas for the potential v(l'—l) are given in the Appendix.

3.2

Kinetic Monte Carlo method for long-range interac
tions
The kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method is one of several simulation techniques

commonly employed to model the relaxation processes of systems away from equilib
rium (e.g. growth processes). It has been applied successfully to crystal growth and
surface/interface phenomena, [16, 24] mostly in the context of kinetic Ising models. Due
to the long-range interactions between ions in our electrostatic model, the usual imple
mentation of KMC for Ising-like models is inefficient, with the acceptance rates of events
becoming very low. We developed a modified sampling algorithm to make the simulation
practical for this model. Here we briefly outline the basic theoretical background for the
KMC method, and then describe our modifications and give the relevant implementation
details.
In the KMC simulation, the dynamics of the system is described as stochastic pro
cesses such as adsorption, evaporation, and surface migration. We consider only the first
two in our simulation. As mentioned, the adatoms represent the B-site ions in the single
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crystal perovskite alloy. They are characterized entirely by their charges and they inter
act with each other by the interaction described above. The goal of our KMC method
is to create a new configurational crystal from the grand canonical ensemble of a sys
tem at a given temperature. This can be accomplished by repeatedly updating a current
configuration randomly with the Boltzman factor which identifies the event probability .
The process evolves until an acceptable equilibrium (crystal height or simulation time) is
achieved.
In the grand canonical ensemble, the Hamiltonian that will be used in the growth
simulations can then be expressed in term of Eq. (3.4) as
H(C) = E b (C) + AfiN.

(3.18)

where N is the total number of adsorbed adatoms. The electrostatic energy term in the
Hamiltonian is responsible for evaporation, while the second term, which depends on
the chemical potential difference between the solid and the gas phases, controls the rate
in which adatoms stick on the surface. On the other hand, E B{C) is the energy loss
in the evaporation while the second term dictates the total energy loss caused by all
adsorptions. The growth simulation is then characterized by competing adsorption and
desorption events. The SOS restriction imposed in the simulation prevents formation of
vacancies and allows us to write H as
(3.19)
where hij is the number of layers in the present crystal configuration at the horizontal
position iai + j a 2.
In KMC the time evolution of the system is simulated through a Markov chain of
configurations where the growth probability depends only on information from the one
previous time step and not any other. Let us define P(C, I) as a time-dependent distribu
tion of configurations. The transition rate from C to C , a crystal configuration related
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to C by a single time step, is denoted by w(C —> C'). We then have the usual master
equation [24]:
9P<£ - - = - T . wiC ^ c ')p (C,t) + Y
a
a

. W(C

C)P(C',t),

(3.20)

where the first term on the right describes the loss because of transitions away from C,
while the second term describes the gain because of transitions into C. Once again this
confirms the competing process between adsorption and evaporation in the growth pro
cess. In the equilibrium limit (as t —> oo), the Boltzmann distribution
Peq = Z

1

exp

-n(cy

(3.21)

kBT

is reached, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Z is a partition function. To construct
a transition which maintains thermal equilibrium with the Hamiltonian, we require that a
detailed balance be satisfied:
w(C ^ C )
Peq(C’)
—
— exp
w { C - C)
Peq(C)

n{c')-n(cy
kBT

(3.22)

We adopt the following choice of transition rates w(C —>(")
wa

= exp(A/.i/kBT)

(3.23)

we

= e x p ( - A E B(C)/kBT),

(3.24)

where wa and we are the rates for adsorption and evaporation,respectively,of an adatom.
It can be verified directly that this choice indeed satisfies Eq. (3.22). The rate w e for
an adatom of charge qT>to evaporate from the surface depends on the change in total
potential energy in the crystal
A E b {C)

= E b {C’) ~ E

b (C)

Qv_
^n y£ —V^ ( i ' - J ) .
ea
i

(3.25)

We emphasize that the choice of the transition rates is not unique and can affect the
dynamics in the KMC simulation. In the absence of additional knowledge, the choice
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outlined above is a reasonable approximation and is commonly used. It is important,
however, to keep in mind the somewhat artificial nature of the dynamics in KMC. This
is also related to the issue of “time” in KMC, which we comment on at the end of this
section.
For kinetic Ising models, the algorithm of BKL[12] allows an efficient stochastic
realization of the kinetic process under the choice in Eq.’s (3.23) and (3.24). In this
algorithm, a site (i, j ) is selected randomly in each step at the surface of the grown crystal.
An event is then selected by Monte Carlo sampling [25] from the list of three possible
events, {adsorption, evaporation, nothing}. The interaction in Ising type models is
limited to near-neighbors, and the energy difference A E B(C) is completely determined
by the local environment at site

The global maximum of w e, i.e., the minimum

possible energy change, A E mm = min[A£'B(C)], can be obtained straightforwardly by
considering all possible local configurations. This gives a corresponding global maximum
of the evaporation rates: w“ ax = exp (—A E mm/ k BT), which defines a normalization
factor:
W = wa + u:“ ax.

(3.26)

The relative probabilities for the three events are therefore
{ P „ s ^ , P e = ^ , P „ = l - P « - P e}.

(3.27)

With the electrostatic model, however, the energy change in Eq. (3.24)depends on
the entire configuration C. It is therefore difficult to determine theglobal minimum,
A E mm. Indeed, even if A E mm could be identified, the energy change A E B{C), which
can vary greatly with C and the simulation cell size, would be much greater than A E mm
for most configurations. This would cause the evaporation and adsorption probabilities Pa
and Pe to be small, with Pn approaching unity. As a result the acceptance rate of events
becomes small, and the algorithm becomes ineffective.
To overcome this difficulty, we modify the standard algorithm so that all N = L i x
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L2 surface sites are considered simultaneously, instead of sweeping through the surface
sites. An event list is created which includes every possible event for every possible
surface site. This increases the algorithm complexity, because of the need to store and
update an array of surface potentials, calculate the event list, and sample an event from
this list. The advantage is that an event is guaranteed to take place in each step of the
algorithm and that the need for determining A E mm is eliminated. Evaporation/adsorption
rates for all possible sites are normalized. The sum of the probabilities for an adsorption
or evaporation to occur at a surface site is unity. Specifically, the modified algorithm
consists of the following steps:
(i) Generate a list, 8, of all possible events per tim e step. There are 2 N possible
events: an evaporation or an adsorption could happen on each of th e N = Li x L 2
surface sites.
(ii) Calculate th e rates

(w) of adsorption and evaporation for each site on th e
2N

surface. D enote th e total rates by

W\ W = Yl wii

(iii) Normalize these 2 N rates by W, giving probabilities,
evaporation on sites 1, 2, • • • , 2 N.
(iv) Generate a random num ber

i
£

k=\

Pit for adsorption and

r e [0,1) and choose th e first event £* such t h a t

Pi! > r. An event will always be chosen.

(v) Generate th e new configuration

C' based on th e chosen event 8%.

(vi) Assign a "real time" increment A f reai = — I n (r')/W to this MC step, where
is another random num ber on [0,1).

r'

The last step is a result of our considering the global event list and forcing an event to
occur in every step. The issue of real “time” in a KMC simulation is a subtle one. Often
the Monte Carlo time, tuc, is used as some measure of the real time. In the standard
algorithm, the global normalization factor W (defined by u;,rriHX) controls the overall rate
of events and sets a “time scale.” In our approach, W is time-dependent, and an event is
forced to happen in each step regardless of the total rate W for the configuration at hand.
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When W is low, an evaporation or adsorption is less likely to happen but one is selected
anyway. Conversely, when W is high, an evaporation or adsorption is more likely to
happen but still only one is selected. This introduces a bias which should vanish in the
limit of large system size but which should be corrected for at finite L. Based on the rate
equation, we assume an exponential relation between time and W. A step in which W
is high corresponds to a short time, and vice versa. Step (vi) is a way to account for this
time scale stochastically, by rescaling A£mc with a MC sampling from an exponential
distribution which is determined by the normalization factor W in each step.
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CHAPTER 4
Growth Simulation Results
In this chapter, we present the results from our simulations for A (B B )0 3 and A(BB B* ) 0 3
crystals. Growth simulations are presented in Section 4.1. Growth rates as a func
tion of dual parameters temperature and chemical difference composition are studied,
and charge-charge correlation functions are calculated to measure the degree of ordered
growth for low-temperature crystals. The effects of varying the crystallographic orienta
tion of the slabs were explored, with the slabs labeled according to the slab perpendicular
(z) direction i.e. [ I ll] and [001], The qualitative behaviors of growth crystal for different
environments are discussed. In A(BB B”) 0 3 systems, we investigate a scenario when a
fraction of tetravalent B” ions are mixed in. In our growth simulations, these tetravalent
ions do not appear to mix at low temperatures, choosing instead to phase-separate from
the pure crystal. To further study this, we carried out the static total energy calculations for
two different crystallographic orientations ([111] vs [001]), atomic configurational order
ings ([111]i:2 vs [11 l]i:i) and tetravalent structural models (phase separation vs random
mixing). In addition, free-energy calculations for fixed slab configurations are explored
in four different tetravalent ions percentages. Results are presented in Section 4.2.

21
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4.1

Crystal Growth
The growth process is a function of temperature kT, chemical potential difference

A /i, and the Coulomb interaction. These parameters are fixed throughout a given sim
ulation. As previously described in Section 3.2, the rates of adsorption and evaporation
are constructed from kT, A/i and A E B. Any choices of these parameters will therefore
determine the crystal physical behaviors as well as their growth rates. Crystal growth
is a competing process between adsorption and evaporation. In practice, we establish a
fixed adsorption rate from a constant k T and A/i but the evaporation rate is updated in
each step of the growth simulations. The chemical potential difference A/i plays a part
in determining the rate of adsorption (see Eq. 3.23) while the temperature k T which ap
pears in both Eq. 3.23 and Eq. 3.24 is responsible for the energy scale of the systems. In
the simulations, we explored k T in the range of 0.025 to 2.4 while A/i lies between -3.0
to 1.0. It is shown later on that the ordered crystals only grow within the certain range
of these parameters depending on type and crystallographic orientations. As discussed
in Section 3.1 and in the Appendix A, the potential v{l' — I) is tabulated and stored in
reduced units in order to easily extract it when needed in the simulations. The energies
(A /i and E B(C) ) are scaled by £ = 1/ea. However, there is only one free parameter

between £ and the temperature kBT, which sets the energy scale of the problem, and the
temperature kBT is given in reduced units. For example, for a ~ 8 a.u. and e ~ 10
(typical values of BMN solid solutions) in Eq. (3.4), 1350 C corresponds to k BT = 0.41
in the simulation.
In the simulation, the lattice is initialized with L x L x H0 matrix size which is
configurationally decorated according to the species and charges of interest. The param
eter L denotes the width and length of the surface supercell while H0 denotes the initial
(substrate) thickness of the crystal. The substrate lattice is subjected to periodic boundary
conditions perpendicular to the growth direction. At a given k T and A//, adatoms are
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evaporated or adsorpted according to the Monte Carlo techniques described in Section
3.2. The crystal evolves until an acceptable thickness H or the MC step is reached. We
define an MC step as an L 2 array and each time step is therefore I/(I?).
As an overview, Figs. 4.3 and 4.5 present a comparison of simulations of the simple
UIi/ 2 V 1 / 2 rocksalt alloy and a II 1 / 3 V2 / 3 heterovalent alloy such as BMN. (All substrates
in our simulations have neutral surface layers). We measure the growth rate of crystal
based on the KMC dynamics. The quantitative growth behaviors are described through
the rate of growth which gives the number of adatoms gained with respect to KMC “real
time”. If N g adatoms are gained in m MC steps (each defined as one attempt at the
procedure outlined in Section 3.2), the growth rate is defined as
Ng
r = ---------------------------------Wa

Y

Z l ^ r e a l«

‘

Note that as defined the growth rate T is renormalized by the absorption rate. The growth
rate is plotted as a function of the chemical potential for a range of temperatures. The
rocksalt (NaCl) structure has layers of positive and negative charges alternating along the
[111] direction and exhibits the [ l l l ] i ;i ordering. It typifies the crystal ordering of a
wide variety of materials, including some of the heterovalent binaries perovskite alloys:
II1 / 2 VI1 / 2 (qB = ±2) or III 1 / 2 V 1 / 2 (<?b = ±1), which exhibit rocksalt B-site chemical
order. The rocksalt structure is the simplest crystal our ionic model can grow, and we ob
serve faster growth and longer range of ordered crystals compared to other structures. By
contrast, in the II1/3V2/3 heterovalent binary BMN the equilibrium state shows [111]1;2
ordering of two layers of metal group W(qB = +1) alternating with one layer of the group
II(qB = _ 2) atom. Our interest in the BMN type crystal is due to its complex ordering
which could allow us to further explore the efficacy of the ionic model. Both the rocksalt
and BMN simulations were initialized with a 20-layer thick slab, with perfect [ 111] 1 1
and [111] i ; 2 ordering, respectively. The rocksalt simulation used a 2-D 12 x 12 supercell,
while the BMN simulations were done mostly with 6 x 6 supercells, although some simu
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lations with 12 x 12 and 1 5 x 1 5 were carried out to verify that the finite-size effects were
small. The rocksalt structure simulations ran for 1, 000L 2 MC steps, up to a maximum
thickness of 100 layers (including the initial thickness). For BMN, 10, 000L 2 MC steps
were used, because for a given temperature and A/x growth was significantly slower. As
described above, an MC step is a simulating sweep through a single surface layer and
is defined as L 2. The simulation is terminated when either the maximum MC steps or
thickness is reached. In Fig. 4.1 and Figure 4.2, we show visualizations of the grown
BMN and rocksalts crystals to illustrate the simulation environments and the growth or
ders. The atomic ordering is demonstrated as the 1:1 order in rocksalt and 1:2 order in
BMN. Fig. 4.1 shows structural patterns for the growth directions of BMN i.e. [001] and
[111]. While both configurations indicate the same ordering crystal, the simulation results
show s the evidence of a more ordered growth for the [001] slab. Fig. 4.2 shows different
types of observed growth, layer-by-layer growth and rough growth for rocksalt crystals.
In the layer growth mode, adatoms are layers filled sequentially. The final crystal appears
to have fewer imperfections and achieve more ordered growth. In contrast, rough growth
usually occurs at very high adsorption rates where adatoms tend to adhere on the surface
with less regard for charge-mismatch, and evaporation becomes insufficient to restore the
ordering. In addition, the individual “towers” are developed on crystal surface.
The two sets of curves in Fig. 4.3 and 4.5 are qualitatively similar and are consistent
with the model and the expected behavior of crystal growth. What is not evident from
the figures, however, is the degree of order in each simulation. For a given temperature,
as A/i increases, the adsorption rate in Eq. (3.23) increases, and adatoms are more likely
to stick. For fixed A/x, as kBT decreases, the adsorption rate will increase, but more
importantly, the “selectiveness” of evaporation will increase. A lower k BT will, in effect,
increase the energy differences between competing configurations. The direct result, as
growth is concerned, will be that adatoms will increasingly prefer to have more instead of
less neighbors with correct charge ordering (layer-by-layer growth vs. rough growth), and
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V
(a)

(b)

FIG. 4.1: Visualizations o f grown BM N crystals. Shown are 6 x 0 supercells with: (a) growth
direction along [001], k ^ T = 0.1 and A/x = —1.0; (b) growth direction along [III], k tiT = 0.1
and A/x = —1.1. The latter gives less ordered growth.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4.2: Visualizations o f rocksalt crystals. Shown are 12 x 12 supercells with: (a) k u T = 0.1
and A/x = - 0 .6 2 5 ; (b) k s T = 2.4 and A/x = 0.0. The substrate indicates 20 layers o f initial
growth seed. W hile the first diagram shows the layer-by-layer growth, the second one illustrates
a rough growth mode where the evidence of “towers” is visible.
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adatoms with the same charge will seem more repulsive. For very high A//, adatoms will
stick anywhere, no matter what the location or ionic adversity is, and the growth rate will
be high. Alternatively, if the temperature becomes too high, the crystal will evaporate and
result in negative growth.

— k„T = 2.4

A|ll
FIG. 4.3: Rocksalt growth rate vs. chemical potential
temperatures are also compared.

for a [001] slab. Behaviors from various

In addition, we focus on the region where rocksalt and BMN crystals make a transi
tion from a negative growth into a positive one as shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.5 respec
tively. Following from the above observation, the crystals growth rates increases in the
region of high Afi. As might be expected, the positive growth of BMN is described in a
much narrow range of parameters than those of rocksalt.
To examine the degree of ordering, we computed the charge-charge correlation func
tion. The Fourier transform of this correlation function, which we will denote by r)(k),
gives the structure factor:
r}(k) = «

qiqi+v exP(“ ?:fc ’ l')
w
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0.5

« - d kBT = 0.4
0 - 0 kBT = 1.4
[4-fel k BT = 1.8

— K T = 2.4

Afi
FIG. 4.4: An expanded plot o f rocksalt growth rate vs. chemical potential
Behaviors from various temperatures are also compared.

for a [001] slab.

0.5

0.0
-0.5
J-H

-

2.0

1

A |i
FIG. 4.5: BM N growth rate vs. chemical potential for a [111] slab. Behaviors from various
temperatures are also compared.
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-

1.00
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FIG. 4.6: An expanded plot o f BMN growth rate vs. chemical potential for a [111] slab. Behav
iors from various temperatures are also compared.

where a is the normalization factor, and k is the wave vector in the Brillouin zone of the
unit cell. The magnitude of 77 (fc) characterizes the B-site order, e.g., a large value of 77 at
k = 7 T (I?

|) indicates a strong [ 1

1 1 ] 1 :1

order while one at k = ^ ( |,

|) indicates a

strong [ 1 1 1 ] 1 ; 2 order.
The growth rate T and the charge-charge structure factor

77

are plotted in Figs. 4.9-

4.12. In each figure, the displayed range of A n was chosen to coincide with the range
where the order parameter

77

decreases from nearly unity (perfect order) to essentially

zero (disorder). As A/x increases the adsorption rate increases, but the growth is disor
dered and there is greater surface roughness. Indeed there is only a limited range where
ordered growth occurs. The grown crystal structures are consistent with the observed
ground state configuration of rocksalt (Fig. 4.9) and BMN (Fig.’s 4.10-4.12). The most
striking difference between the growth behaviors of rocksalt and BMN is the enormous
reduction of the growth rate of BMN compared to that of the rocksalt structure. Three
distinct regions can be seen in the figures. The first region has 77 ~ 1, and the growth rate
increases monotonically with increasing A/x. The next is the transitional region where
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FIG. 4.7: Illustrative results o f the rocksalt growth for different A /t at low temperature k T = 0.025 and 0.2. The simulations were run for
1 2 x 1 2 x 1 0 0 matrix with 1000 MC steps.
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A/x = - 1 . 4

A/x = - 0 . 7

A/x, = —0.6

A/x = - 0 . 4

A/x = - 0 . 2

FIG. 4.8: Illustrative results of the rocksalt growth for different A/x at temperature k T = 0.8 and 1.0. The simulations were run for 1 2 x 12x 100
matrix with 1000 MC steps. At this high temperature, towers are more visible than those o f lower temperatures (Fig. 4.7).
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decreases rapidly. In this region the rocksalt growth rate increases as a function of A/x,
while the BMN growth rate is relatively constant. Also note that as r) starts to decrease
there is an initial decrease in the growth rate, likely due to additional evaporation of ener
getically unfavorable configurations. In rocksalt, such ionic adversity is less pronounced,
and consequently Fig. 4.9 shows only a slight hint of this change in T. In the last region
rj ~ 0. As A/x increases there is a sudden onset of larger V, but the resulting crystals are
disordered.
0.4
rocksalt kBT = 0.1
U 0.2

0.0
1.0 ■• 43—

—R - = '

--=gpr
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i

3l -nf
P" 0.5
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*
-
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Au
FIG. 4.9: Rocksalt growth rate I o f Eq. (4.1) (top panel) and 1:1 order parameter r)(k =
| ) ) (bottom panel) vs. chemical potential. The temperature is k u T = 0.1 and the
growth direction is [001]. A 12 x 12 supercell is used, with 1000 MC time steps.

We next attempted to model the growth of BMN-BZ (l-.x) (Mg!/3 Nb2 / 3 ) + x Zr
solid solutions. In the electrostatic Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.4), tetravalent Zr corresponds
to a neutral charge qi = 0, so sites occupied by Zr have zero interaction energy. As in the
simulations of pure BMN systems, the chemical composition determines the probabilities
with which different charge species are adsorbed at the surface. In the initial substrate,
tetravalent ions with the corresponding concentration were incorporated, using random
mixing (next section). With a l:2-ordered substrate, we studied concentrations x ~ 10%,
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FIG. 4.10: BM N growth rate F o f Eq. (4.1) (top panel) and 1:2 order parameter r/fk =
X (|>
§)) (bottom panel) vs. chemical potential. The temperature is k u T = 0.025 and the
growth substrate direction is [III]. A 6 x 6 supercell is used, with 300,000 MC time steps.
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FIG. 4.11: BMN growth rate and 1:2 order parameter vs.chemical potential. The temperature is
k } j T = 0.1. Other parameters are the same as in Figure 4.10.
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FIG. 4.12: BM N growth rate and 1:2 order parameter vs.chem ical potential. The temperature is
k BT = 0.2. Other parameters are the same as in Figure 4.10 .

with temperatures of kBT — 0.1 to 0.2, and varying the chemical potential A/x ~ —1.0 to
—0.5. Very little incorporation of the tetravalent ions occurred. We found similar results
with an initially l:l-ordered substrate (random-site model; see below), where a wider
range of x was explored. Again the order of the substrate was not sufficient to induce the
incorporation of tetravalent ions in the growth phase. Instead the system seemed to favor
evaporating the adsorbed tetravalent ions more than the charged particles, to grow pure
BMN.

4.2

Energy Calculations
The initial attempts to study systems with tetravalent ions suggest that the simple

electrostatic effective Hamiltonian has obvious limitations in describing these solid solu
tions. To further study the inability to incorporate tetravalent ions at low temperatures,
we examined the total energy per particle £n of fixed slab configurations of B-site or
der. A phase separated model, in which all the tetravalent adatoms were situated in the
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outermost surface layers as depicted in Fig. 4.13a and Fig. 4.14a was compared with var
ious structural models that incorporated tetravalent ions. In each model, the calculations
were performed for two different configurational B-site orderings of the +2 and +5 ions
(qt = —2, 4-1, respectively). These configurations were the 1:1 and 1:2 layering along
[111] directions.
The [111] i :2 ordering corresponds to the x = 0 order of BMN, with a layer of
qt = —2 alternating with two layers of charge qi = +1 along the [111] direction. We
chose the [11 l]i:i ordering to correspond to the random-site model [6], which is observed
in the BMN-BZ equilibrium simulations for x > 0.05 [13, 26]. In the random-site model
there are [111] layers of qi = 41 alternating with a mixed layer of charges qt = —2, +1, 0
which is schematically shown in Figure 4.14. The random-site model is meant to repre
sent the presence of short-range B-site order from experimental observations. No longrange ordering has been observed. Nevertheless in our simple model here we will fix
the ordered qt = 4-1 layers and choose the mixed layers to be a random mixture of
( “ 2 ) | ( l - . ' E) ( + 1 ) | ( l - 4 a : ) ( 0 ) 2 a : -

We first examine finite-size effects in Fig. 4.15, which plots

as a function of slab

thickness for various 2-D supercells containing no tetravalent ions, for [11 l] i:2 ordering
with two different choices of {ai, a 2}. In each slab geometries, three different lattice
sizes, 12 x 12, 15 x 15, and 18 x 18, were also studied in order to verify the size effects
on the plane of periodic boundary condition. Results for [001] and [ i l l ] slabs are shown,
both of which correspond to neutral surface layers. As H —> oo, s N ~

+ const. / H

is as expected, where the constant e® represents the average bulk value and H is the slab
thickness. Moreover, energies that correspond to the three different periodic cell sizes are
almost identical for both [001] and [III] slabs.
A comparison of £n between [11 l]i:i and [11 l]i:2 ordering with and without ran
domly mixed 10% tetravalent ions is shown in Fig. 4.16. The 1:1 ordered crystal has a
higher energy than the 1:2 ordered crystal, which is consistent with our results from the
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 4.13: Visualizations o f 1:2 ordering BMN crystals. Shown are 100 layers of the If) x 15
supercell. Tetravalent concentration is 10 % with the configuration shown in (a) phase separated
model; (b) random m ixing model.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4.14: Visualizations o f 1:1 ordering BMN crystals. Shown are 100 layers o f the 15 x 15
supercell. Tetravalent concentration is 10 % with the configuration shown in (a) phase separated
model; (b) random m ixing model.
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FIG. 4.15: Total energy per particle for B-site [111] 1 2 ordering as a function o f slab thickness
1 / H and slab crystallographic orientation. Each set has three barely distinguishable curves,
corresponding to three lattice sizes: 12 x 1 2 ,1 5 x 15, and 18 x 18.

growth simulation and with the observed x = 0 ground state configuration of BMN. We
also see that the finite-size effect for the 1:1 ordered system is similar to the 1:2 ordered
system, again with rapid convergence with slab thickness H. When the 10% tetravalent
concentration is present, the energy of the 1:1 ordered crystal remains almost unchanged
within statistical error especially in the limit of a large H where the energies are nearly
identical. This is also confirmed in Fig. 4.18. In contrast, £» of the 1:2 ordered crystals
rapidly increases with increasing x approximately linearly as shown in Fig. 4.18. How
ever, the 1:2 ordered crystals energy is still less than those of the 1:1 ordered, which
results from the less favorable configuration when adding tetravalent ions.
In the following, we studied size effects of crystals with incorporated tetravalent
ions. Fig. 4.17 plots eN for [111 ]i:2 ordering as a function of slab thickness for vari
ous concentrations of randomly mixed tetravalent ions, using a [001] slab and 15 x 15
supercell. These calculations are for a random distribution of +0 (tetravalent) ions re
placing -2 or +1 ions in an otherwise perfectly ordered [111] 1 - 2 slab at each thickness
H as shown schematically in Fig. 4.13b. We studied the effect of x to the energy up to
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FIG. 4.16: Total energy per particle vs. Fleight. Closed symbols denote results obtained with
10% tetravalent concentration, and open symbols denote those without. [11 l ] i i is represented
with yellow line, while the blue line correspond to the [111 ] 1 2 ordering. Results with [ 111] 1 : 1
atomic ordering are denoted by circles and those with [ 111 ] 1:2 are denoted by squares.

25% of tetravalent concentration which is the highest allowed concentration in order to
maintain neutral-charged crystals. We can see that eN increases rapidly as the percentage
tetravalent concentrations increase. In addition, within statistical error bars, the asymp
totic H -dependence is similar to that without tetravalent ions.
Fig. 4.18 plots eat as a function of tetravalent concentration x for random-mixing
and phase-separation models, showing results for [ 111]1;1 and [111]1;2 ordered of 12 x 12
system size with H = 200 and [001] slabs. For the phase-separation model, the total
number of ions includes the outermost layers of tetravalent ions. For random-mixing,
eN increases linearly with x for [ 111] i:2 ordering while it is essentially independent of
x for [111]1:1 ordering. In the phase-separation model, £;y increases linearly for both
orderings. These results show that phase separation is favored for the [111] i:2 ordering,
while random mixing is favored by [ l l l ] i :i ordering.
Fig. 4.18 illustrates why the growth simulations failed to incorporate tetravalent ions
at low temperature. In the electrostatic model, the 1:2 ordered state is the ground state and
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is optimally ordered. The potential energy between any charge and all other charges in the
system is negative. For example, with a 18 x 18 slab this potential energy is ~ —5.92 for
a —2 charge and ~ —1.48 for a +1 charge. Thus, replacing a charge (either —2 or + 1 ) by
a neutral tetravalent ion in this state raises the total energy of the system, while a phaseseparated configuration in which the tetravalent ion is placed away from the ordered slab
keeps the total energy unchanged. To examine this more closely, we calculated the freeenergy (F = eN —T S ), where S is the mixing entropy due to the incorporated tetravalent
ions. Fig. 4.19 plots the free-energy as a function of temperature for four concentrations
of tetravalent ions. The free energy of the phase-separated 1:2 ordered slabs is constant in
our model, because it is perfectly ordered and has vanishing entropy. The free energy of
the phase-separated 1:1 ordered slabs decreases with increasing temperature, despite the
perfectly ordered outermost layers of tetravalent ions, due to the mixing entropy of the
random layers with —2, +1, and 0 charges. In all cases in Fig. 4.19, the phase-separated
1:2 ordered slabs have the lowest free energy at low temperatures, where ordered crystal
growth occurs in our simulations, but at temperatures between

~ 1 — 2 the 1:2

ordered and the 1:1 ordered random mixing models start to be favored.
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CHAPTER 5
Concluding Remarks (Kinetic Monte
Carlo Simulation of Crystal Growth)

5.1

Discussion
There are striking differences between the growth behavior of the 1111 / 2 V ! / 2 rocksalt

ordered structure and the II1 / 3 V 2 / 3 BMN structure. The ordered rocksalt structure forms
over a wide range of A/x (absorption rates) as shown in Figure 4.3. By contrast, order
ing of the 1:2 structure in BMN type crystals is more difficult to achieve experimentally
[27, 28], When these materials are initially synthesized, they crystallize in a disordered
structure. With extended annealing the 1:2 structure is approached. [27] As discussed
by Davies et al. [27], the initial synthesis and processing are controlled by irreversible
kinetic processes rather than by thermodynamic factors, and a more correct description
of the formation of the

1 :2

ordered structures is in terms of the nucleation and growth of

small ordered domains with increasing annealing time and temperature. Eventually large
(>100 nm) 1:2 ordered domains are observed.[27, 28] The need for long annealing times
is consistent with our simulations. Figures 4.10 - 4.12 show that the range of A/x where
41
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ordered 1:2 growth occurs narrows as the temperature increases from k BT = 0.025 to 0.2.
In this range, the growth rate is approximately constant as a function of A/r. Moreover,
when ordered crystal growth occurs, the BMN growth rate is much smaller than that of
the rocksalt structure at the same temperature. Highly ordered growth was possible in the
BMN simulations but required low temperatures and a delicate balance with the chemical
potential. Neither of these requirements is likely to be met under experimental synthesis
conditions. At temperatures corresponding to the actual sintering temperature of BMN
(kBT ~ 0.5), large growth rates can be achieved, as shown in Figure 4.5, but the growth is
highly disordered. The long annealing times allow the slow formation of the 1:2 ordered
regions. In our KMC simulations, diffusion processes are excluded so there can be no
annealing. We also note that the growth rate was sensitive to the slab orientation. For
example, we found that growth rate along [111] direction was almost an order of mag
nitude larger than that along [001], while growth with charged surfaces along [111] was
extremely slow.
Our results are also qualitatively consistent with the long experimental history of
failed attempts to coarsen the 1:1 ordered nanoscale domains in PMN type crystals. Prior
to the experiments of Akbas and Davies [28], the 1:1 ordered regions were apparently
limited to nanoscale size and represented only a small volume fraction of the crystal. The
space-charge model, which was invoked to explain this behavior, hypothesized that the
1:1 ordered regions arose lfom a rocksalt ordering of the -2 and +1 B-site charges, imply
ing charge-imbalanced 1:1 domains. The apparently limited size of these domains could
be explained by the rapidly increasing energy of larger domains due to Coulomb repul
sion. With careful annealing at much higher temperatures than had previously been tried,
however, some fully 1:1 ordered crystals were synthesized [28], Our calculations show
that long-range ionic interactions favor the growth of disordered crystals, and ordering
occurs only after annealing. Moreover, ionic interactions appear to favor the 1:2 ordering.
However, entropic contributions to the free energy and short-range covalent interactions
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tend to favor 1:1 ordering. Covalent bonding is negligible for Ba ions but very important
for Pb ions. Thus there is a delicate competition between 1:2 and 1:1 ordering for doping
with small concentrations of the tetravalent ions in (l-x)BMN-xBZ and (l-x)PMN-xPT.
In (l-x)BMN-xBZ, there is a crossover from 1:2 to 1:1 ordering as x increases to about
5%, while in (l-x)PMN-xPT, the stronger short-range covalent bonding of Pb favors 1:1
ordering at all concentrations.
For pure systems, our minimal paradigm for growth simulations captures the differ
ences in growth rate and ordering between rocksalt-type and BMN-type crystal growth.
This indicates that the simple ionic model is a reasonable starting point for describing
the growth of perovskite solid solutions. More direct and quantitative comparisons with
experiment will require additional ingredients such as short-range interactions and the
inclusion of diffusive processes.
For systems with tetravalent ions, our results show that the ground state is a phaseseparated state of tetravalent ions and 1:2 ordered BMN over a wide range of tetravalent
compositions. On the other hand, equilibrium simulations of the ionic model [13, 26]
suggest that for x > 0.05 the 1:1 ordering is preferred, with no phase separation. Several
factors distinguish these calculations, which likely have to do with the apparent contra
diction in their observations. The first is the difference in the nature of the simulations. In
our growth simulation, tetravalent ions are allowed to evaporate from the crystal, which
facilitates phase separation. The equilibrium calculations were done in the canonical
ensemble with the tetravalent ions mixed in, where it is more difficult to detect phase sep
aration without large simulation cell sizes. Our simulations were at lower temperatures
where ordered growth could be induced by tuning the chemical potential A// (absorption
rate). At these temperatures the system is essentially in the ground state, as Figure 4.1
shows. Incorporation of tetravalent ions could be induced at larger A//, which is expected
as adsorption dominates evaporation, but in this case random growth occurs. Secondly,
since our [1 l l ] i :i structure is an artificial model of random mixing of —2, +1, and neutral
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charges in one layer and perfectly ordered +1 in another, its energy must be higher than
the actual 1:1 structure achieved in the equilibrium simulations. This means that the ac
tual cross-over of the random-mixing [11 l] i:1 structure will occur at lower temperatures.
Indeed, the k s T ~ 0.25 equilibrium calculations show [11 l] i:1 ordering for concentra
tions x greater than about 0.05. Thus the absence of phase separation in the equilibrium
calculations might be due to a lower free-energy than our estimate in Fig. 4.19 from the
artificial random-site structure. Our results combined with the equilibrium calculations
therefore suggest the following picture of the equilibrium state of the ionic model. In the
ground state phase-separation takes place for £ > 0. Beyond some ./--dependent critical
temperature tetravalent ions are incorporated, most likely in a structure that favors 1:1
order.
To determine if the new phase (phase-separation) at low temperatures that we have
found is realistic for these alloys, the ionic model must be improved. One possibility
is first-principles based effective Hamiltonians H e^, which have shown great promise in
describing ferroelectrics and simple solid-solutions [29]. Like the Ising model these fFeff
project out what are considered to be the most important ionic degrees of freedom. In ad
dition to the long-range Coulomb interaction, short-range interactions are also included.
The fJeff parameters are fitted to the results of a set of first-principles density-functional
calculations, so there is effectively no experimental input (except sometimes the average
crystal volume). The simplified form of H eff for ferroelectrics and ferroelectric alloys has
permitted simulations of equilibrium properties on thousands of atoms as a function of
temperature and applied external electric field. A main difficulty in applying these in a
growth simulation is computational cost, which has typically required fixed distributions
of B-site ions even in equilibrium simulations of solid-solutions. In our kinetic Monte
Carlo model, another possibly important factor that is not included is surface diffusion.
Coupled with the solid-on-solid restriction, the simulation is severely limited in its abil
ity to “heal” disorder, and these approximations may have contributed to low ordered
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growth rates and raised the critical temperature for phase separation. Removal of these
restrictions would improve the model and increase its applicability.

5.2

Summary
In the part of the thesis, the growth of the technologically important BMN type

perovskite alloys was studied by kinetic Monte Carlo using an ionic model. An en
hanced KMC algorithm was formulated to treat long-range Coulomb interactions effi
ciently. We found that this minimal paradigm was capable of describing ordering features
of the growth of pure BMN and PMN type single crystals. The largest growth rates were
observed along the [111] direction, but best ordered growth rates are substantially less
than those of rocksalt. Highly ordered growth was possible, but required very low tem
peratures and a delicate balance with the chemical potential. For mixed systems such as
BMN-BZ, we found that the T = 0 ground state of the model was one in which tetrava
lent ions phase separate from a 1:2 ordered pure system. As a result, little incorporation
of tetravalent ions occurs in the growth process at low temperatures. At higher temper
atures, tetravalent ions can be incorporated, but the resulting crystals show no chemical
ordering. The tendency of the purely ionic model to favor phase separation was further
studied using free energy calculations determined from T = 0 total energy calculations and
including a mixing entropy. This indicated that, if diffusive mechanisms were included,
chemical orderings consistent with those found in equilibrium studies could develop at
the higher temperatures characteristic of realistic alloy synthesis.
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CHAPTER 6
Phase-free AFQMC Study of Molecular
Systems
Modern theoretical studies of electronic structure often rely on solving the Schrodinger
equation of many-body systems. The calculations are, in nature, first-principle and can
be carried out without knowledge from experiments or any external parameters. The dif
ficulties of solving the Schrodinger equation arise from the interactions of electrons with
each other and to the nucleus. The problem can be simplified by the adiabatic approxima
tion, which treats the many-electron system while freezing the motion of the nuclei. But
even this problem is immensely complicated and often cannot be solved directly with
out approximations. Traditional approximations such as Hartree-Fock (HF) and Density
Functional Theory (DFT) have been applied to many problems with great success. Here,
the many-body interactions are replaced by single particles interacting with the meanfield generated by other particles. The interacting many-body problem is thus reduced to
an independent-particle problem. These methods have seen tremendous success, and are
the standard approach in electronic structure. However, they have well known limitations
in materials with significant electron-electron correlations.
46
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A more accurate approach is the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method which has
been shown to be among the most effective methods for many-electron problems. In
QMC, electron-electron interactions are in principle treated without any approximations.
Unlike explicit correlated methods such as exact diagonalization or configuration interac
tion (Cl), QMC computational times have power law scaling [30], QMC has been suc
cessfully applied to calculate the ground and excited states in atoms and small molecules
[31, 32, 33, 34] as well as the study of large atomic clusters [35].
In the past decade, QMC has shown much promise in the calculations of real solid
or system containing large number of electrons. Part of the reason for this progress is
the availability of growing computing power. The main reason has been the increasing
development of QMC methodology: the implementation of pseudopotentials, better trial
wavefunctions, etc. Recently, new QMC method for electronic structure has been devel
oped in our group which shows promising characteristics for improving and expanding
the capabilities of QMC. The goal of the present study is to further test this new method,
and study its various characteristics. In this chapter, we first give an overview of some of
the mean-field methods, which we will use as a starting point in our QMC. We then give a
brief introduction of the QMC method before discussing the new auxiliary-field quantum
Monte Carlo method in the next chapter.

6.1

Many-Electron Problems
The many-electron problem refers to the difficulties of obtaining the exact solution

of the Schrodinger equation in which strong interaction of electrons is present. When the
system involves more than two particles, the problem becomes complicated. The most
common approach is to apply the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [36] which assumes
the separation of nuclear and electron motion. The approximation is based on the idea that
nuclear mass is so much larger than electron mass that the electron motion can basically
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be decoupled from the nuclei. That is, the electrons respond instantaneously to the motion
of the nuclei, and are in the ground state with fixed configurations of the nuclei. With this
assumption, the full Schrodinger equation for many-body problems containing separate
kinetic energy and interaction energy of electrons and nuclei can be expressed as:
/f2 v "\
\ ^ ZC2
1
2m e
1+
|r . _ # | + 2
I
M

C2
ip(r) = e'k(r).
|Tl - r0\

(6.1)

The first sum contains the kinetic energy of electrons; the second sum is the potential
energy of the attractions between the electrons and the fixed nucleus of charge Z; the last
sum is the potential energy of the inter-electronic repulsion. The index i and j run over
the number of electrons i = 1, 2

, N. The index I demonstrates the nuclei R j given the

position (fixed) of the I th nucleus. The kinetic energy are neglected in the Hamiltonian.
The interaction energy between nuclei are also left out because it is a constant and does
not contribute to the description of the electron motions. Even this form of Schrodinger
equation is still too complex to solve directly, because we can not separate the Schrodinger
equation due to the electron-electron repulsion term, e2/ |r ; —r:l \. There are numerous
methods that aim to explain the physical properties of material through this equation.
The one-electron method (or the mean-field method) which is approximate, is one of
the successful approaches. In this method, electrons are considered separately. Each
single electron interacts with an external potential and with a mean-field generated by all
other electrons. The most common methods include the Hartree-Fock (HF) and Density
Functional Theory (DFT) under a local-density approximation (FDA).

6.1.1

Hartree-Fock approach

The Hartree-Fock theory [37] is basically a correction to the Hartree approach [38]
which approximates the potential through the interaction of each electrons to all other.
Even though the Hartree technique successfully implements the mean-field idea to the
electronic structure calculations, the absence of exchange or correlation between electrons
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generally gives inaccurate results. The Hartree-Fock theory is more effective than the
Hartree method. In practice, the wavefunction is written in the form of a single Slater
determinant of N spin orbitals which is antisymmetric with respect to an interchange of
any two electron positions as required by the Pauli exclusion principle. In Hartree-Fock
theory the single electron Schrodinger equation for the ith orbital can be expressed as

j
~

Z

^

^

j

/

J

l V ) { r ) 4 ’i ( r

d r

\r

_

r t\

)

I

f

w )

\

,

f

\

= e iV’i ( n ,

(6-2)

where the sum j runs over all occupied states. The first three terms on the left hand
side are common to the Schrodinger equation of the Hartree method. The third term or
the Hartree term, in particular, is simply electrostatic potential arising from the charge
distribution of electrons. When Pauli principle is included, the fourth term is added in
order to cancel out the self-interaction contribution from the third term. This extra term
is called the exchange term which gives a lower ground state total energy for the system
when comparing to that of the Hartree calculations.
With this form of Schrodinger equation, the potential depends on single particle
wavefunctions, the equation must be solved self-consistently. Since the method includes
the exchange interaction between electrons, it is rather computationally demanding and
more suitable for studying smaller systems. By definition, the HF method neglects cor
relations between electrons. Although qualitatively correct in many materials and com
pounds, Hartree-Fock theory is often inadequate for predicting quantitative results. In our
study, the HF method is used for providing qualitative predictions or as the starting guess
for the quantum Monte Carlo (See Chapter 8).
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6.1.2

Density Functional Theory

Density function theory (DFT) is in principle an exact theory [39]. In practice, it is
implemented approximately under the local density approximation (LDA) or one of the
gradient-corrected exchange-correlation functionals [40, 41]. In LDA, the fully interact
ing many-body Hamiltonian is replaced by the self-consistent single-particle equations
called the Kohn-Sham equation [42]:
h2
- ^ v ?, + K / / ( n l n MD 4\{r) =

(6.3)

where n(r) is the density and the effective one-electron potential consists of three contri
butions: external potential, Hartree potential and the exchange-correlation potential. The
Kohn-Sham equations can be viewed as the equation which minimizes the energy func
tional of the non-interacting electrons moving in the effective potential K //- Frequently
in LDA the approximate exchange-correlation energy, V’.// is obtained from the energy
of an electron in an homogeneous electron gas at the same density [43].
Density Functional theory within the LDA has been a remarkable success in per
forming electronic structure calculations. It is often significantly more accurate than the
Hartree-Fock. However, this method is not ideal when systems with strong electron cor
relations are of interest.

6.2

Quantum Monte Carlo
Both HF and LDA have difficulties to treat electron correlation adequately. The

Hartree-Fock method ignores the electron correlations completely. The LDA approxi
mates the correlation in the form of the functional but often leads to incorrect results for
highly correlated problems. These methods reduce the many-body Schrodinger equation
to one-electron equations. In contrast, the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [44] method
aims to solve the many-body Schrodinger equation directly.
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In this thesis, we focus on the ground state properties of real materials. In particular,
we compute the dissociation and ionization energies of many atoms and molecules within
the framework of the auxiliary-held quantum Monte Carlo (AFQMC) method under the
phase-free Slater determinant random walk formalism [45], The standard AFQMC [46,
47, 48, 49, 45] is a stochastic method which has been widely used to study fermion
systems extensively in many areas of research, including condensed-matter problems and
nuclear shell-model calculations [50, 51]. It experiences a sign problem for “simple”
forms of interactions and a phase problem [45] for realistic two-body interactions. Our
method builds upon the constraint path Monte Carlo (CPMC) and the diffusion Monte
Carlo (DMC). Just as in DMC, we apply an imaginary-time evolution operator V, often
in the form of V = e ~ Al~n , successively on a trial wave function, \ ^ T) which has a
nonzero overlap with the real ground state. After a large number of iterations, the ground
state wave function |'kG) is obtained—limn_>o0(e-AT^ ) n|'kr ) —> |4(G). The Hamiltonian
is written in the form of the one-body and two-body interactions in second quantization
which automatically accounts for the symmetry of system. In practice, the one-body
operator is easily managed in the space of single Slater determinant but the two-body
contribution introduces complications to the projection. To bypass this difficulty, the twobody propagator is transformed into a multi-dimensional integral of one-body propagators
by using the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation [52, 53], This transforms the problem
of interacting particles into the problem of non-interacting particles in fluctuating external
auxiliary field. By doing this, we have introduced the complex field a in which the integral
can be evaluated by means of the Monte Carlo sampling of a.
The AFQMC technique is formulated in a space spanned by any one-particle basis.
In practice, any basis used in independent-particle methods together with all its machin
ery, can be applied. This feature is beneficial to AFQMC because it allows one to take
full advantage of the well-established techniques like LDA or HF. In our calculations, we
use a single Slater determinant as a trial wave function and planewaves as the one-particle
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basis. Using planewaves is appealing for several reasons: it is unbiased, suitable for pe
riodic systems and greatly simplifies the mathematics involved. However, it is inefficient
for describing atomic core states because of the requirement of an intractable number of
planewaves. To reduce the number of planewaves, we use a norm-conserving KleinmanBylander pseudopotential [54] in our calculations. It reduces the number of electrons
(core orbitals are removed) and decreases the energy scales, both of which reduce the
calculation time substantially.
A long-standing problem in standard AFQMC has been the the presence of large
statistical fluctuations caused by a sign or phase problem, similar to the “sign problem”
in the standard DMC in electronic structure [54]. Generally, the fermion matrix operator
may be negative or complex. The sign or phase of these fermions wavefunctions can lead
to dramatic cancellations in the statistical samples, which result in large statistical errors.
This problem long hindered the application of auxiliary-field-based QMC methods in
realistic systems. Zhang and Krakauer [45] have alleviated this issue by proposing an ap
proximate phase-free method. This method built upon the constrained path Monte Carlo
method, and applies an importance sampling dependent on trial wave functions |4' t )In this formalism, the statistical random walkers are guided to be sampled in the region
governing large contribution of ground state as well as the least phase fluctuation. The
resulting ground state energy is then expressed in term of the local energy independent of
any phase factor.
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CHAPTER 7
Auxiliary-Field Quantum Monte Carlo
In Chapter 6, we have discussed several well-established methods which apply to
many-electron problems and outlined the basic idea of the quantum Monte Carlo formal
ism. This chapter aims to provide the theory and algorithm underlying the new auxiliaryheld quantum Monte Carlo method developed in our group [45]. The overall objective is
to solve the many-body Schrodinger equation which describes the electrons in the atomic
or bulk materials. The material properties are completely determined by the Schrodinger
equation. QMC methods introduce an artificial “randomness” on the electron motion,
which is consistent with the underlying Schrodinger equation. This makes it possible
to build up statistical estimates of the ground state properties of the system, which al
lows solution of the many-dimensional partial differential Schrodinger equation without
requiring growing exponentially computer time with system size.
The type of the QMC simulation used in this thesis is the new phaseless auxiliaryheld quantum Monte Carlo method which is a ground state method. In principle the
method generates exact solutions of the many-electrons Schrodinger equation and the
only errors present, in practice, are due to the approximations to control the infamous
phase problem. Unlike DMC which yields upper bounds of the true ground state, our

53
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method is not variational. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: in Sec
tion 7.1, we highlight the fundamental idea of the imaginary time propagation which is the
kernel of the AFQMC method. Starting from an imaginary time Schrodinger equation,
we show a given trial state can be iteratively projected to lead to the ground state. In the
next two sections, we write out the formalism on a single Slater determinant which is a
key ingredient of our method, and the many-body Hamiltonian in second-quantized form.
We discuss the algorithm of auxiliary-held quantum Monte Carlo in section 7.4. The next
section devotes to the discussion of the phase problem that arises in the AFQMC. Con
ceptually similar to real-space diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC), the AFQMC phase problem
differs considerably from the analogous minus-sign problem. We present the phaseless
formalism [45] which allows us to control the phase problem. The last portion of this
chapter is devoted to the detail of implementation in the realistic systems. The expres
sions of the one-body and two-body Hamiltonian in planewave basis are given explicitly
and the statistical technique used to compute the expectation value of observables is de
scribed.

7.1

Imaginary Time Propagator
The AFQMC is a projector based method where the ground state is projected out by

an imaginary time propagator. The central idea of the propagator is based on the timedependent Schrodinger equation:
(7.1)

By allowing r = it, the Schrodinger equation can be expressed as

(7.2)
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Following the basic derivation of the time-evolution Schrodinger equation [55], the prop
agated state can be expanded in terms of the eigenvectors \4>i), | 02) , | <j>n) with the
corresponding eigenvalues ei, e2, e n as
n

i^ (r )) =

(7-3)
i= 1

where the prefactor C j ( r ) is the time-dependent overlap function ('F(r) |A;). For any prop
agator in the form of e At?(, the solution Eq. (7.1) suggests that
|^(A r))

=

e~ATW|^(0))

=

^ ^ ( 0 ) 6 “^ % ) .
i

(7.4)

If we apply the propagator e~Arn to the vector j'F) for n times, the new vector is written
as
(raAr)) = co(0)e” nATfo|^o) + <*(

+ c2(O)e“nAT£2|02) + ...

(7.5)

Assuming that the summation is ordered such that the eigenenergies rj ascend with the
index i, all states with higher energy than the ground state energy, e0, decay away faster
for the limit of n —» oo. Thus the ground state can be projected from any known trial state
as long as the non-orthogonality condition is satisfied:
limn_>00e~nAr?f | \Kt ) -

|* g >.

(7.6)

This projection has been applied extensively and is the basis for most ground-state tech
niques.

7.2

Slater Determinant Wavefunctions
The most commonly used form for an anti-symmetric wavefunction is a single Slater

determinant or a linear combination of Slater determinants. A Slater determinant pro
vides a simple representation which maintains the fermion symmetry (or anti-symmetry)
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characteristics. Below we briefly outline some basic formalism [56, 57] to facilitate our
discussion of the AFQMC method. Given the nature of the method which can be formu
lated in a Hilbert-space spanned by any one-particle basis, there exists infinite choices
of wavefunctions. In principle, a wavefunction T (x) depends on the electronic spatial
and spin coordinates which can be derived by simply expanding |\D) in terms of a set of
one-electrons orbitals \xi)- States and operators in the AFQMC are formulated in terms
of the second quantization representation, in which basis states are defined with respect
to their occupation number. The single particle orbitals can be written in terms of the
the fundamental fermion creation and annihilation operators, c\a and cia which obey the
anti-commutation relations:

{Ticr> Cfcr'}

{G< t > Q

ct' }

Oj

{G

ctj

C- ' }

(7.7)

For a system of N particles, the nth single particle orbital is given as;

(7.8)
which can also be written as an M-dimensional vector:
(

VA,n \

,n

The creation operator, (p\v produces an electron in the nth' single particle orbital and is
expressed as;
ot = ^

’

For N identical fermions, the single-particle orbitals,

(7.9)
give rise to the many-body
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state in form of the M x N matrix:

/
$

^1,1

^1,2

'

P>\,N

^2,1

V?l,2

'

<Pl,N

y P M ,l

(pM, 2

•••

P>M,N J

where M is again the size of basis function. The row of the matrix <f> is labeled for the
electrons, the column is labeled for spatial-spin orbital. In other words, the ith column
of the matrix <3> describes the single-particle orbital of the ith electron through its Mdimensional vector. The many-body wavefunction is given by:
(7.10)

For the system containing Nj of the “up” and Ar( of the “down” electrons where
N = iVj + A'), the Slater determinant is generalized as the product of the up-spin and
down-spin orbitals:
MxNl

\<f>) = |0 T) ® 1

( 7. 11)

M x Af f

In our QMC, each random walker is a single Slater determinant, whose orbitals co
efficients

evolve stochastically. Our trial wavefunctions are single Slater determi

nants: I'I't ) = ©). The one-particle orbitals in I'J t ) are obtained from the independent
one-particle methods i.e. DFT or HF. Either “restricted” or “unrestricted” trial wavefunc
tions are used. By restricted determinant, we mean that the up-spin and down-spin share
the same orbitals, which is specified by the determinant of the majority spin electrons. In
contrast to the restricted calculations, to write the determinant in an unrestricted manner,
the two spin components are allowed to have different orbitals.
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7.3

Many-body Hamiltonian
We express the Hamiltonian for a many-fermion system with two-body interaction

in the general terms of the one- and two-particle operators:

H = Hi + H 2
M
=

Y

i M

v ; 9 +

v,jk!C' c5CfcQ’

( 1A2)

i,j

where c\, Ci are the corresponding creation and annihilation operators for one-particle ba
sis |Xi) respectively; the index i, j , k, I sum over all the one-particle basis. The one-body
Tij and two-body V(7 matrix elements are known. Since the one-particle Hamiltonian H\
is defined on a single-particle state described by the coordinate r a, the matrix element Tn
is simply
%j = J drax*(ra) T ( r ) x j (ra),

(7.13)

where T ( r ) is a one-particle operator, say the kinetic energy operator, —Y ^ r , , ■ Simi
larly, the matrix element Vijki represents the Coulomb interaction of two particles and is
derived from;

Vijki = j dradrbx*{ra)x*{rb)V(r)xk{ra)xi{rb),

(7.14)

where r a and rb give the coordinates of the two particles and V (r) = V ( r a — rb).

7.4

Auxiliary-Field Formalism
With the well-defined many-particles Hamiltonian, the ground-state projection is

performed by applying the propagator (Eq. 7.6) to a trial state for n successive iterations.
Since Hi and H> in general do not commute, an approximation needs to be introduced.
For a small imaginary time steps A t , the propagator can be accurately separated into the
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one-particle and two-particle constituents by applying the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition
[58, 59]. The projection operator becomes

(7.15)
With this approximation, we have introduced a so-called Trotter error to the calcu
lations, which in principle can be easily controlled. In practice, we identify the error by
performing an array of calculations with several A t and then extrapolating to determine
the

A

t

—> 0 limit. In cases without an explicit extrapolation, we carry out calculations

with a very small value of A

t

whose corresponding Trotter error is smaller than the sta

tistical error.
This projection is evaluated in the space of single Slater determinants, in which
planewaves are used as the one-particle basis. Following the same procedure as the iter
ative Monte Carlo technique, the initial wavefunction is iterated into the projected func
tions as
^ ( t + A t)) = e~AT^ e - ATn2e.-AT>jr \^ ( T ) )

(7.16)

In applying the operators to a Slater determinant, the exponential form of the one-body
operator, 6~AtHi, is guaranteed the have the result of another Slater determinant ( de
tailed derivation is given in ref. [48] and ref. [60]). The projector containing the twobody operator, on the other hand, is more complicated; propagating this operator on a
Slater determinant does not give another Slater determinant. Nevertheless, if the twobody Hamiltonian is manipulated into a linear form of the one-body operator, the problem
once again can be treated as the iteration of single Slater determinants. We rewrite TL2 as
the following [45, 61]:

(7.17)
a
where the prefactor Aa is a real number, defined by the matrix element V,,/-/, and va is
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a one-body operator. We then introduce the Hubbard-Stratonovich(HS) transformation
[52, 53], transforming the exponential of the quadratic one-body operator into a linear
combination of the one-body exponential. The resulting multi-dimensional integration is

e- A r tf2 =

T T (

i

/

r°°

e - § (7%e v 'z v f c r , , v % 7 t>

(7 . 18)

a v2tT J o o
Here, the variable

cra

is a set of Hubbard-Stratonovich auxiliary helds. The constant AQ

can be either positive or negative, hence the one-body propagator can be either real or
imaginary. It is important to note that the auxiliary fields which appear in the HubbardStratonovich transformation are solely mathematical constructions. Their purpose is to
provide a convenient integral representation of the two-body Hamiltonian. They map the
system of interacting particles into the system of non-interactingparticles incomplex
fields <tq. The particle interactions will be recovered at the endwhen we sum up all the
auxiliary fields.
Defining the vector representations of {aa} and {\/A~rvl;} as a = {0 7 , a >....} and
v = {

•

-•} respectively. The propagator is expressed as

e - Arn = J P(a)B(a)da,

(7.19)

where

A t 'H i

f~Z—

^

A r 'H i

B[a) = e— 2 ”^ e ^ Tcr've—

(7. 20)

which contains only one-body operators in the exponent. The probability density func
tion, P(a), is a multi-dimensional Gaussian function.
Defined in this manner, the propagator is now translated into a multi-dimensional
integration over a finite time slice, n, and the auxiliary fields, aa. Instead of directly
evaluating such an integral, we apply the Monte Carlo sampling through a random walk
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in which an initial state |0) is propagated by the operator B(o) and obtain the new state
as

W) = B ( o M

(7.21)

where a is sampling from the probability distribution P(o). Conceptually, we can think
of the random walkers as representing the many-body ground state by:
(7.22)
<f>'
Importance sampling is introduced to improve the efficiency of the random walks in Slater
determinant space [45, 61],

7.5

Phase Problem
It is well-known that QMC computations involving fermions often experience a

noise called femiion sign problem. The origin of the problem arises from the funda
mental symmetry of the fermion ground states. Because a wavefunction when multiplied
by —1 is indistinguishable from the original wavefunction, the coexistence of the positive
and the negative states increases the fluctuations of the random walk projections. The sign
problem is common to many Monte Carlo methods. In the standard DMC algorithm, for
example, a fixed-node approximation [62] is applied in most realistic applications. We
encounter a similar problem termed the phase problem, which can be identified by con
sidering the parameter Aa that appeared in Eq. 7.18. Normally, Aa can be either positive
or negative and as a result, the one-body operator v in Eq. 7.20 is complex. The walkers
now have an infinite number of symmetry, e.g. el6\4>) for 0 e [0, 2ir]. The Monte Carlo
sampling lacks the ability to distinguish these different phases. The degree of randomness
exponentially increases as the projection time, /?, increases and causes the fluctuation to
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dominate the random walk. To improve the ability of the method to treat the phase prob
lem, a phasefree scheme was developed [45, 61]. The principle idea consists of two parts,
which are described briefly below in Section 7.5.1 and 7.5.2 respectively.

7.5.1

Auxiliary Field Force Bias

The first ingredient in the new method is an importance sampling transformation.
It is possible to describe it. We will adopt one involving a shift in the integration [63]
in Eq. 7.18. Without altering the potential projection, the Hubbard-Stratonovich trans
formation of c At'H2 can be rewritten with an arbitrary shift to the auxiliary fields, as
follows:

e-A r^ 2

_

______

/

=

i
c°°
—= /
V 2 tt 7-oo

e - | ( o - - c r ) 2 e V A 7 (C T -o -)\/A ii^ cr

7 -o o

(7.23)

Analogous to Eq. 7.19, the new propagator becomes;

e~A^

= j ea a- ^ P ( a ) B ( a - d)da,

(7.24)

where d is a multidimensional vector (like a) to be determined. The goal of d, which
we will call force bias in analogy with DMC, is to avoid sampling points uniformly in
phase spaces. To accomplish this we direct the sampling process to the more “important”
regions by using the importance sampling technique. In this formulation, points will be
sampled from a non-uniform distribution which utilizes the trial wavefunctions, which
contain our best a priori. The important function is expressed in term of the overlap
!</>)• We can think of the importance sampled walker as

<Js>-
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The auxiliary fields a can be evaluated by selecting points from the probability density
function:
(7.26)
The new propagator is

e-ArW
(7.27)
where

(7.28)
The weight factor W(a, </>) plays an important role in controlling the collection of
walkers. In the beginning of the stochastic evolution, the configuration of random walkers
(often called population of walkers) is generated straightforwardly from a set of trial
wavefunction ('I<t

).

The ground-state propagation proceeds by sampling an auxiliary

field a from the probability density P(a). Then the walker is propagated to a new state
by having B ( a — a) operate on the original state;
(7.29)
It is important to comment here that from this point on the walker | c/>) is an importancesampled walker. At each iteration, the weight of each walker is updated according to
w.

W (a, (f)) x Wi.

(7.30)

This weight factor controls the distribution of the walkers. At the end of each imaginary
time step, the weight of each walker is examined so that they are within some pre-set
bounds. Walkers with low weight are removed with some probability, while large weight
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walkers are multiplied and are assigned smaller weight. This is referred to as population
control [60]. Even though this procedure balances the weights of the walker population,
occasionally the total number of walkers is either too high or too low, due to statistical
fluctuations. We implement an additional population control procedure which period
ically adjusts the overall walker population. The walkers will be duplicated when the
population is low and will be eliminated when the population is high. This ensures that
throughout the calculation, the number of walkers falls within the appropriate bound after
the equilibrium ground state is reached. It can be easily seen that W(a, 4>) depends on
both initial and final states, therefore the propagated walkers with large overlap with the
trial states tend to survive and those with small overlap are likely to be eliminated. This
justifies that the final walkers will share the most resemblance with the ground state while
maintaining weights with the least fluctuations. At equilibrium, we obtain the following
(schematically) representation of the ground state:

(7.31)
The ground state energy and other quantities can then be calculated from the distribution
of walkers.
The shift a is an arbitrary constant. Any choice of a would yield the faithful evo
lution of the imaginary-time propagation, and the formalism, which was obtained via a
similarity transformation is exact. We choose the value of a for which the fluctuation
of cr-dependent weight factor is at the minimum. To determine this optimal value of a,
we follow the customary minimization procedure by taking the derivative of the weight
function W (er, 0 ) with respect to a, setting the derivation to zero and deriving a at a = 0:

OWjaA) =
n * T \ B ( a - a)\<f>) ^
da
da L

0.

(7.32)

The result is expanded in terms of A t . All the higher order terms vanish. The
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remaining leading terms containing y / A r give

The weight factor W (a, 0 ) can now be further manipulated by substituting back the
<7

derived in Eq. 7.33 into the expression in Eq. 7.28. We can expand If''(a. 0 ) in terms of

A t

and ignore some terms of order A

t

or higher.

We then obtain W (cr, <j>) in the following simplified form

W(a, <j>) = e_Ar™

= e- ^ E s,{4>)_

(7.34)

The local energy, E l which is calculated from the mixed estimator of the trial state
and a walker at position \<pl) is introduced. E L tends to a real constant in the limit of exact
|4 't ). A

s

a result, the weight W (a , <f) of each walker is real and is independent of any

overall phase factor. In a realistic system, however, the trial wave function is not exact. It
is necessary to substitute the real part of the local energy rather than the complex one in
Eq. 7.34. The ground state energy can be rearranged into the form of the local energy as
follows:

p

_

(’D 'rl^f I ^ g ) _
/ iT r

l/Tk

\

^ 0 w4>'El{<P )

—

‘

As shown, the ground state energy is defined by real, positive and phase independent
parameters, E l and u y .

7.5.2

Rotational Invariant Projection

In the previous section, we modified the propagator with the force bias which re
moves the phase-dependent factor from the random walkers. However, the phase problem
still remains due to the characteristics of the walkers populating a two-dimensional plane.
The walkers are rotationally invariant [45] in the complex plane defined by (xkT|</>) as
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they undergo the random walk process. The overlap between the trial wave functions and
the walkers propagates rapidly with imaginary time. As n A r —> oo, the walkers will
fill the complex plane without any consideration of the origin. As a result, some walkers
build up at (^\4>) = 0 where the constant shift a and the local energy diverge, therefore
the random walk process encounters these diverging fluctuations, and the phase problem
returns. In order to control this additional problem, we perform an approximation, by
applying a one-dimensional projection to the weight of each walker. The projecting de
pends on the phase different between between the original and the new walker position.
We obtain

w'(a,(f)) =w(cr,<j)) x {min(0, cos(A0))}

(7.36)

where

Af) = { ^ t W)
( * t \4>)'
As aresult of this projection, the density of walkers vanish at theorigin and the
divergence iscircumvented. This step combined with Section 7.5.1 yields the desired
phaseless formulation.

7.6

Implementations with a Planewave Basis
We carry out the calculations using planewave basis and supercells under periodic

boundary conditions. The planewave basis, {k}, is given by the corresponding kinetic
energy cutoff, E cat as
2m

|k |2 < E mt.

(7.37)

In this work, the one-body Hamiltonian consists of the kinetic energy and electronion potential, while the two-body Hamiltonian contains the electron-electron interactions.
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The Hamiltonian is:

n = Hi + H 2.

(7.38)

Within the planewave one-particle basis, terms in the one-body Hamiltonian H i is Hi =
K. + Vie, where terms are:

T

=

\ ^ Z k 2c{ack^
k,a

Vi,L =

Y 1 V l (k - k')c[.

(7.39)

Vi,NL =
k,k' ,<j

where Vi<L and VitNL are local and non-local pseudopotentials respectively; c \ a, Ck,a are
creation and annihilation operators of an electron of momentum k and spin a. Reduced
units are used in which H = m = 1. The non-local pseudopotential is given in the
Kleinman-Bylander form (Appendix B). Two-body Hamiltonian H> - Vee can be rear
ranged into the following form:

v

ee

—

~

f l L-t

90

2Q

.t

Z _ > n 2 Ck+ q ,a Ck’-q,a> Ck',cT'Ck ,a
k k f ,acr/

0

q^O H

where p(q) =

a c\+ ac.k,a and Q is the unit cell volume. The k and k' are the momenta

within the cutoff. The ground state propagation is reduced to

B( a)

=

e - Ar^ i / 2e(v/Aro"v)e-Ar-KL/2

=

e~ArWl /2

At(7P^ e- ATnL/'2
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The number of Hubbard-Stratonovich fields depends on the q-vectors and scales linearly
with the number of basis function (0 ( M )). In practice, the application of the one-body
propagator in B(a) on a single Slater determinant is efficiently achieved by iterative ap
plications using fast Fourier transforms (FFT). The overall computational time scales like
N 2Mln(M).

7.7

Statistical Errors
We are often interested in the difference of energies of two systems rather than an

absolute energy of a single system. The properties of interest are dissociation energy or
ionization energy, A E is the difference of two energies independently computed for each
system. The composite statistical error is expressed in terms of a&E - \Jo\ +

where

cri and <t2 are the statistical error associated with each energy. The statistical accuracy of
the AFQMC method improves as we increase the number of iterations. However, there
are other factors that must be considered i.e. the relaxation time and the serial correlations
in the data. The relaxation time determines the amount of propagation needed to reach
the equilibrium (ground state). We therefore exclude sufficient number of initial steps
during the simulations. The autocorrelation comes from the fact that successive steps
in the random walk are correlated, and must be treated with care to obtain an accurate
estimate of the error bar. We suppress the correlation effects by a reblocking technique.
Data are divided into M sets each of which contains n points. We then take average of
each set of n points and compute global error of the grand average from the variance of
these averages until the variance does not change anymore, to obtain true error bar.
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CHAPTER 8
AFQMC Results
Our calculations were performed using the new phase-free AFQMC method [45] de
scribed in Chapter 7. The trial wavefunction is the starting point of our simulation and is
of importance to the final accuracy of our calculations. We used trial wavefunctions in the
form of single Slater determinants whose orbitals are obtained either from density func
tional theory (DFT) with local density approximation (LDA) or Hartree-Fock (HF) calcu
lations. The LDA wavefunctions were generated from the ABINIT software [64], while
the HF starting wavefunctions were obtained from an in-house program. As mentioned,
we use planewaves as the one-particle basis, which provides many advantages including
convenience and ease in controlling the convergence. In order to achieve an accurate rep
resentation of realistic systems, a large number of planewaves are often required. This
number is reduced greatly by using optimized norm-conserving Kleinman-Bylander(KB)
pseudopotentials [54] to effectively remove the core electrons in each atom.

69
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8.1

Pseudopotential Construction
The OPIUM package [65] is used to construct pseudopotentials based on the norm-

conserving non-local Kleinman-Bylander formalism. The method is explained in more
detail in Appendix B. To achieve a good pseudopotential, the key ingredients are the
transferability and the all-electron convergence errors which will be described below. All
parameters are adjusted aiming to optimize these two qualities.
To construct a pseudopotential, an atomic reference electronic configuration is cho
sen. Then, the Kohn-Sham equations [42] are solved, which yields all-electron oneparticle wavefunctions and eigenvalues. A pseudoatom core radius r c is chosen for each
angular momentum. The smaller r c, the closer pseudopotentials mimic the all-electron
properties, but smaller ry ’s will result in more singular potentials and require more planewaves.
In the study of diatomic molecules, r c should also be larger than the neighboring distance
of pseudoatoms. Nodeless pseudo valence orbitals are constructed, which are identical to
the all-electron orbitals for r > rc and the Kohn-Sham equation is inverted to obtain the
pseudopotentials. Transferability describes the absolutes of the atomic pseudopotential to
reproduce all-electron results in the target system (molecules, solid, etc.).

The all-electron and pseudopotential valence wavefunctions of different angular mo
mentum are illustrated in Fig. 8.1. Cutoff radii rc are shown as vertical lines for each
angular momentum which in this case are 1.75 a.u. In this figure, several important fea
tures of pseudopotential are apparent. For example, beyond rc, the all-electron and the
pseudopotential wavefunctions are identical but in the core region, the smooth nodeless
pseudopotential wavefunctions are in contrast with the rapidly varying wavefunctions for
those of the all-electron. For this particular reference configuration, the Sulfur pseudopo
tential yields roughly 18.30 meV energy deviation from that of the all-electrons and test
configurations give good transferability. However, this convergence error can be reduced
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FIG. 8.1: OPIUM generated wavefunction for Sulfur atom. Wavefunction o f all-electron (solid
lines) and pseudopotential (dash lines) are shown for the three valence orbitals. This configura
tion is generated with an s-local.

by adjusting either qc (define cutoff energy) or r c (control transferability). Increasing qc
yields a better convergence to the all-electron but the number of planewaves also increase
considerably hence increasing the computational effort. Similarly, decreasing the core
radius rc moves the pseudo-orbitals closer to the all-electron orbitals and improves the
transferability. Therefore, it is necessary to keep a good-balance between the all-electron
convergence and transferability. Often, while the quality of the pseudopotential can be
determined by inspecting only the convergence errors and transferability, other tests can
be performed to verify the pseudopotential quality as well. These include reproducing
known properties i.e. molecular vibrational frequencies and crystal properties.
Table 8.1 presents the OPIUM parameters of atoms used in the simulations. We
list the optimized cutoff radii, cutoff energy, along with the reference configurations of
each atoms. All but arsenic uses the neutral atom reference configuration. We include
the d-electron states in the reference configurations of P, S and As, which strikingly show
substantial improvement to the transferabilities.
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TABLE 8.1: Optimized pseudopotential parameters o f atoms in the calculations. This includes
cutoff radius, cutoff energy and reference configurations.

Atom
A1
Si
P
S
Cl
As

8.2

Cutoff radius (a.u.)
2.10
2.20
1.72
1.75
1.75
1.80

Cutoff energy (Ry)
12.50
12.25
36.00
36.00
36.00
36.00

Reference Configuration
[Ne]3s23p1
[Ne]3s23p2
[Ne]3s23p5/23d1/2
[Ne]3s23p7/23d1/2
[Ne]3s23p5
[Ar]4s24p5/24d°

LDA calculations
We utilize the ABINIT [64] software to calculate the LDA total energies and gen

erate trial wavefunctions for the AFQMC simulations. The total energy is computed
self-consistently within density functional theory calculations, using pseudopotentials and
planewaves as a basis.
Results of the LDA calculations are presented in Table 8.2. Owing to the good con
vergence of total energies with respect to system size, energies of each atom are reported
for a single supercell. For various supercells, the basis size ranges from about 7000 to
21000 planewaves. We present the total energy of neutral atoms, molecules, singly and
doubly ionized atoms. Dissociation energy De, the energy required to separate atoms
from one another in the dimer, is calculated as [2E x — E x 2, I. Similarly, first (IP) and
second (IIP) ionization energies are obtained from the difference between the total energy
of neutral atoms and ionized atoms , [Ex + — E x ] and [Ex ^+ — E x ] respectively. In
addition, the given IP and UP have been size-corrected for long-range spurious periodic
image interactions. The correction process is described in Section 8.4 and the formalism
is given in more details in Appendix C.
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TABLE 8.2: The LDA total energies (from A BINIT) o f severals atoms and m olecules as w ell as
dissociation energy and ionization energy. The supercell size is listed in the second column. The
given ionization energies have been corrected based on the charge-simulation cell corrections
discussed in Appendix C. Energy is in eV; length is in a.u.

Atom

Supercell size

X

A1
Si
P
S

19x19x19
19x19x19
19x16x16
14x14x14
16x14x14
18x18x18
2 0 x 1 6 .5 x 1 6 .5

-5 2 .3 1
-1 0 2 .6 7
-1 7 5 .5 2
-2 7 4 .4 2
-2 7 4 .4 5
-4 0 3 .6 6
-1 6 8 .1 7

Cl
As

8.3

Total Energy
X +
x2

-

-3 5 7 .5 5
-

-5 5 4 .7 3
-8 1 0 .4 1
-3 4 1 .3 3

X++

-4 8 .4 7
-9 6 .5 4
-1 6 7 .6 6
-2 6 6 .8 7

-3 5 .9 8
-8 6 .3 0
-1 5 4 .6 0
-2 5 1 .6 1

-

-

-3 9 2 .8 4
-

-3 7 5 .6 8
-

De

-

5.97
-

5.80
3.07
5.04

IP

IIP

5.99
8.15
20.38
10.30

24.26
24.50
30.21
33.84

-

-

12.97
-

36.56
-

Cutoff Energy Convergence
Calculatioh Ecut
O

DFT
AFQM C

0.75

><D

UJ

0.5

0.25

FIG. 8.2: Convergence property o f Phosphorous atom in a 1 4 x l 4 x l 4 a . u . supercell. The results
agree for both the DFT and AFQM C methods. In the calculations, w e chose 18 Fla which yields
5.18 m eV convergence error with asym ptotic value.

To achieve high numerical accuracy, we optimized several parameters in our calcu
lations by performing convergence tests. In practice, we examine the dependence o f the
total energy on a single parameter, e.g. the planewave cutoff. Fig. 8.2 shows results o f
convergence with respect to Ecut for P atom for both LDA and AFQMC calculations. We
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consider a system of a single Phosphorous atom in a cubic supercell of length L = 14 a.u.
Predicted convergence of the OPIUM qc parameter is a good prediction of the required
Ecut in ABINIT. The two sets of data show the same behavior as Ecut increases. It is also
worthwhile to note that the total energy converges when Ecut is above 16 Ha in LDA and,
within statistical error, roughly the same value in QMC. We used the 18 Ha cutoff energy
for Phosphorous in the calculations, which gives about 5 meV convergence error with
respect to the asymptotic value in LDA. All other atoms are tested in the same manner. In
summary, our fully converged basis set parameter is a cutoff energy of 7.5 Ha for Al, 6.1
Ha for Si, 19 Ha for S and 18 Ha for Cl and As.

8.4

Finite Size Convergence
Because periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the calculations, the interac

tions between electrons in the simulation cell and other periodic cells may cause a large
finite size error if the supercell is too small. To determine an adequate choice for a super
cell, we study the convergence of the total energy with respect to cells size L x M x N. In
Fig. 8.3, the phosphorous supercell convergence results are shown for AFQMC and LDA
calculations. As the supercell size increases, the energy decreases in LDA but increases
in QMC. In both cases, energy start to converge at approximately L = 14a.u. Com
pared to the largest 18x 18x 18 a.u. supercell, the total energy at 14x 14x 14 a.u. yields
convergence error of 0.05 eV. In addition, as an illustrative comparison between LDA
and AFQMC, Fig. 8.3 indicates a reasonable consistent finite size effect between the two
methods. It is sufficient to carry on the test for size-dependent supercell for all other
atoms only within the LDA approximations. In Fig. 8.4, LDA finite size convergence of
Al, S, Cl, and As is shown.
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16x14x14
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16x16x16
-177.5
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-178.5

14x14x14

0.0005

0.001
1/V

0.002

0.0015

FIG. 8.3: Phosphorous simulation cell convergence o f LDA and AFQMC. The diamond symbols
denote the results o f LDA calculations while the circle symbols denote those o f the AFQMC. The
convergence take places when the length o f the supercells is above 14 a.u.

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

S 0.08
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As

0.04

0.02

30 10

20

L (a .u .)

FIG. 8.4: Simulation cell size convergence for Al, S, Cl and A s from LDA calculations. Each
data corresponds to the scaled absolute total energy which has been subtracted/added by some
constant.
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To demonstrate the size effect on the dissociation energy and ionization energy, we
show results of De, IP and IIP and their corresponding total energies with respect to
volume, V. AFQMC phosphorous dissociation energy and atom/dimer total energies as
a function of l / V given in Fig. 8.5. The top panel shows system size dependence of
dissociation energy, and the bottom panel illustrates the convergence error of P and P2
for supercell ranging from 14x 14x 14 to 18x 18x 18 a.u. The dimer dissociation energy
shows about a 0.5 eV energy variation from the smallest to the largest system size. To
investigate the finite size effects more throughly, we specify Econv as the total energy of
the largest supercell, 18x18x18 a.u. and plot (E-Econv) vs. l/V. Fig. 8.5 shows that P
energy converges more rapidly than that of P2. The main contribution to the finite size
errors in dissociation energy therefore comes from the dimer in P. Another illustration
of finite size behavior is presented for Cl molecules. As shown in Fig. 8.6, the Cl2 De
converges more rapidly than for P2 Dissociation energies only vary within about 0.1 eV
across the length L. applied to the total energies in

14 x 14 x 14

5.8
16 x 16 x 16
5.6
5.4
16 x 14 x 14

5.2
1 9 x 1 6 x 16
5.0

E x p value —

0.2
0.0
> -

0.2

-0.4
-

0-0 2*E

0.6
0.0002

0.0003

0.00035

0.0004

l/V

FIG. 8.5: Phosphorous Dissociation energy and total energy of P and P2 are plotted for different
system sizes. The bottom panel plots the difference between total energy and convergence value
which is taken from the largest supercells. The biggest supercell is 18 x 18 x 18 a.u. represents
the best value closest to the experimental data o f 5.08 eV (shown by the solid dash on the left of
the top panel).
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0.2

%0.2
-

-0.4
- 0.6

1.00015

0.0002

0.0004

0.00025

l/ V

FIG. 8.6: Chlorine Dissociation energy and total energy of Cl and CI 2 are plotted for different
system sizes. The bottom panel plots the difference between total energy and convergence value
which is taken from the largest supercells.

In the ionization energy calculations, the supercells are charged +|e| and +|2e| for
X + and X ++ cells respectively. When working with periodic boundary conditions, the
charged cells become ill-defined since they no longer satisfy charge neutrality. In using
the usual interaction potential derived from the Ewald potential, an additional neutralizing
charge is artificially introduced in the cell to maintain charge neutrality. The calculated
energy converges slowly with the system size because of the interactions between the ar
tificial neutralizing charge and its images in periodic cells. This is shown in the bottom
panel of Fig. 8.7, for P, P+ and P++. To properly treat charged cells in the simulations, we
follow the correction scheme introduced by Makov et.al. [66, 67]. A brief introduction
to this correction is given in Appendix C. In practice, the calculations of Ex + and Ex - depends on the correcting energy, E c- q2a /2 L = q2^ where q is the number of correspond
ing ionized charge, and a is the Madelung constant which derived from a = — JA ^
where R is the nearest-neighbor distance and r'j is the distance between the reference ion
and the j th ion [68]. In ABINIT, we correct the total energies by simply subtracting with
the Madelung size-correction energy E c. In AFQMC, the total energy is corrected with
E c + q£. The idea of the correction is identical; the extra term is due to the particular
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way the constant £ is calculated in our QMC program when the total energy is reported.
An example of the Cl total energy correction in a charged simulation cell is given below.
Comparison between corrected and uncorrected energy is shown in Fig. 8.7 as we plot the
modified total energy vs. l/V in the top panel and the corrected total energies converge
much more rapidly with supercell size, as expected.
Sample Madelung size-correction for Chlorine* ionization energy
LDA
Charge

Etot(Ry)

0
1
2

-29.669
-28.873
-27.612

Corrected Etot(Ry)
Etot - 72£

IP/IIP (eV)

-28.715
-26.982

12.97
36.56

QMC
Charge

Etot(Ry)

0
1
2

-29.805(3)
-29.188(3)
-28.089(3)

Corrected Etot(Ry)
Etot - (g + <?2)£

IP/IIP (eV)

-28.873(3)
-27.143(3)

12.68(6)
36.22(6)

fSimulations in 18x18x18 a.u., £ = 0.1576 Ry

Figure 8.8 presents the finite size dependence of ionization energy and total energy of
P, P+ and P++. Once again, the bottom panel describes the deviation of total energy from
the converged energy, marked at 18x18x18 a.u., for several supercells. Total energy of
the neutral atom is well converged with approximately 0.1 eV deviation from asymptotic
value at the smallest size. Singly and doubly ionized atoms show good convergence
behaviors beyond 16x 14x 14 a.u. The first (IP) and second (IIP) ionization energies have
similar shapes, indicating that the source of the finite size errors is the same in each case.
Both IP and IIP illustrate nearly 0.3 eV discrepancy at smaller supercells, which is also
visible at the total energy level but they are well converged for the higher supercells.
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FIG. 8.7: Illustration o f the non-periodic charged supercell simulations to the convergence o f
total energy. The top panel shows the corrected total energy for P, P+ and P++ w hile bottom
panel corresponds to the uncorrected energy. Supercell sizes have the same values as those o f
Figure 8.5. The calculations are based on AFQMC formulations.

8.5

Trotter Convergence

A systematic Trotter error is introduced due to the noncommutativity of the one-body
and two-body Hamiltonians. When the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition [45] is applied to
separate these terms in Eq. 7.15, an error of order 0 ( A r 3) is introduced due to the
neglected terms. In the calculations, the choice of A t is important. If A t is too small,
the calculations will have high computational demand. On the other hand, a large A t
will give results with large Trotter errors. These errors can be controlled either by having
A t sufficiently small so that errors in the approximations are of the same order as the

statistical fluctuations from the QMC, or, by extrapolating to A t = 0. In our study, we
carry out AFQMC simulations at different values of A t , typically, A t = 0.0125 to 0.075
and extrapolate to A t = 0. This procedure allows us to remove the trotter error from the
calculations. To demonstrate the Trotter errors and the extrapolations in the calculations
of dissociation energy and ionization energy, we plot total energy vs. A t for S, and S2 in
Fig. 8.9 (FDA trial wavefunctions) and Fig. 8.10 (HF trial wavefinctions). In Fig. 8.11,
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FIG . 8.8: S e r ie s o f P h o sp h o r o u s io n iz a tio n e n e rg y and P, P + and P + + total e n e r g y w ith resp ect
to l/V . T h e b o tto m p an el p lo ts th e d iffe r e n c e b e tw e e n total e n e rg y and th e c o n v e r g e n c e v a lu e
taken at th e la rg est su p e r c e ll, 18 x 18 x 18 a.u.
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FIG . 8.9 : S and S 2 T rotter error ex tra p o la tio n s for L D A w a v e fu n c tio n s (sh o w n in th e to p and
b o tto m p a n e ls r e s p e c tiv e ly ) in a 16x 14x 14 a.u. su p e rc e ll. T h e extra p o la ted v a lu e to r e m o v e the
Trotter error are sh o w n at A t = 0 , to g e th er w ith th e e stim a te d statistical error.
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we show similar data for P, P+ and P++. Energies are extrapolated to remove the error
due to the trotter discretization. We would like to point out that in the region of small

A

t

for most cases, the trotter errors are less than the AFQMC statistical errors. For the rest
of the study, we have exploited this fact and carried out AFQMC calculations at a single
value of A

t

where appropriate.

-557.6
-557.8
-558.0
-558.2
-558.4

1

2

-558.6
-276.2
-276.4
-276.6
-276.8
-277.0
-277.2

0.04

0.02

0.06

0.08

At

FIG. 8.10: S and S 2 Trotter error extrapolations for Hartree-Fock wavefunctions (shown in the
top and bottom panels respectively) in a 16x 14x 14 a.u. supercell. The extrapolated value to
remove the Trotter error are shown at A t =0, together with the estimated statistical error.

8.6

Ground State Properties

We study dissociation energy and ionization energy of the second-row atoms/molecules
and As. Atomic and molecular orbitals configurations of interest are summarized in Table
8.3. Dimer dissociation energy (De) is calculated as the difference between the total en
ergy corresponding to the dimer at the equilibrium distance and the energy of the isolated
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FIG. 8.11: Trotter error extrapolations for P, P+ and P-h - (shown in the top, middle and bottom
panels respectively) in a 14x 1 4 x 14 a.u. supercell. The extrapolated value to remove the Trotter
error are shown at A t =0, together with the estimated statistical error.
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FIG. 8.12: LDA total energy as a function of interatomic distances for P 2 , S 2 , CI2 and A s 2 .
The minima are correspond to the LDA estimated bondlengths, and the red vertical lines refer
to the equilibrium experimental bondlengths. dE denotes the estimated energy shift from the
experiment value when the LDA bondlength is used.
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atoms. In LDA, we calculated the equilibrium interatomic distances by plotting several
total energies vs. bond distance. The molecule bondlength is then derived by minimizing
the fitting function as demonstrated in Fig. 8.12, which gives the value of 3.57 for P2,
3.60 for S2, 3.90 for Cl2, and 3.94 for As2 (in a.u.). The LDA bondlengths are compared
with the experimental bondlengths. For Phosphorous, the bondlengths are nearly identical
and the energy deviation is negligible. Although Sulfur and Arsenic bondlength differ
ences are noticeable, the shallow energy curves also cause negligible energy deviation.
Chlorine by far gives the largest energy difference between LDA and the experimental
bondlengths. We have thus carried out QMC calculations at both the LDA and the ex
perimental bondlengths of Cl2. The values at the latter (3.757 a.u.) are reported. Similar
to De calculations, we compute ionization energy as the difference between total energy
of neutral atoms and of ionized atoms. The charged neutralized corrections are applied
in order to obtain the convergent results with finite supercell size. The calculated total
energies, dissociation energies and ionization energies are given in Table 8.4 for vari
ous system sizes. Statistical errors are in the last digits and are indicated in parenthesis.
Results were computed with LDA trial wavefunctions. Both restricted and unrestricted
trial wavefunctions were tested, but there was no noticeable improvement in the results.
Unless otherwise noted, the results are reported using the restricted wavefunctions. It
can be easily seen from Table 8.4 that total energies of neutral atoms are generally well
converged with system sizes. The fact that size effect is more significant on dimer and
ionized atoms than on those of neutral atoms indicates that any size effect for De or IP
can be alleviated by increasing the size in the dimer/ionized calculations.
In Table 8.5, we report the AFQMC dissociation energy of P2 at 19x16x16 a.u.,
S2 at 16x14x14 a.u., Cl2 at 18x18x18 a.u. and As2 at 20x16.5x16.5 a.u., together
with LDA and GGA results [69], and experimental values which have been removed the
zero-points effects. Sulfur dimer is worth a special consideration because of its openshell configuration, therefore we compare the results with those of Hartree-Fock trial
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TABLE 8.3: Electronic configurations of atoms and ionized atoms used in the calculations

atomic orbitals
Al
Si
P
S
Cl
As

[Ne]3s23p1
[Ne]3s23p2
[Ne]3s23p3
[Ne]3s23p4
[Ne]3s23p5
[Ar]4s24p3

dimer molecular orbitals

^is^Ss^IpAip71":
<T 3 s <J3 s ° 3 p 7 r3 p 7 r'
2
*2
2
4
^ 4 8 ^ 4 8 T ip T L p

wavefunctions as well as results from Hartree-Fock calculations. The dissociation energy
calculated with LDA and HF wavefunctions are in agreement with each other, which
demonstrates an insensitivity of the AFQMC to the details of trial wavefunctions that is
very desirable.
The comparisons between the AFQMC and the experimental data show excellent
agreements (De lies within the statistical errors to the experimental values for most cases).
The LDA and GGA calculations tend to overestimate the dissociation energy, while the
HF seems to significantly underestimate. The biggest dimer we calculated, As2, also
show a better agreement to the experiments than other available methods. For example
with the experimental dissociation energy of 3.97 eV, results of the complete active space
self-consistent-field (CASSCF) molecular calculations show the As2 dissociation energy
of 3.18 eV [70] and 2.74 eV [71] comparing to that of our AFQMC, 3.97(17) eV. The
comparison of these calculations shows that our method gives, for the isolated molecule,
results of accuracy similar to or better than other well-established methods.
In Table 8.6 and 8.7, first and second ionization energies are given with the corre
sponding supercell size of 19x 19x 19 for Al and Si, 19x 16x 16 for P, 14x 14x 14 for S,
and 18x 18x 18 for Cl respectively. Again, we make the standard comparison between
AFQMC with LDA and experimental data. In some cases (Si and S), results from DMC,
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TABLE 8.4: The QMC total energies o f atoms and m olecules as w ell as dissociation energy and ionization energy for different supercells. The
given ionization energies have been corrected based on the charge-simulation cell corrections discussed in Appendix C. Energy is in eV ;length
is in a.u. The statistical error is listed in the parenthesis. The zero error denotes the values less than 0.005 eV.

Al
Si

P

S

Cl

As

Supercell size

X

15x15x15
19x19x19
19x19x19
14x14x14
16x14x14
16x16x16
19x16x16
18x18x18
14x14x14
16x14x14
14x14x14
16x16x16
19x16x16
18x18x18
19x 16x 16
18x18x18
20x16.5x16.5

-52.85(1)
-52.76(1)
-103.58(4)
-177.62(2)
-177.54(3)
-177.51(4)
-177.55(2)
-177.52(4)
-276.85(4)
-276.73(5)
-405.78(7)
-405.58(5)
-405.52(5)
-405.51(4)
-169.23(3)
-169.26(3)
-169.21(4)

Total energy
X+
x2

-360.64(17)
-360.52(15)
-360.42(22)
-360.43(15)
-360.22(13)
-558.09(14)
-814.11(10)
-813.82(14)
-813.71(10)
-813.60(17)
-342.54(12)
-342.97(11)
-342.38(16)

-46.98(1)
-46.88(1)
-95.40(4)
-167.05(3)
-167.05(4)
-166.85(4)
-166.88(2)
-166.78(4)
-266.55(6)
-392.96(4)
-392.79(3)
-392.83(4)
-

X++
-27.99(0)
-28.10(0)
-79.09(3)
-147.00(3)
—147.04(4)
-146.79(4)
-146.78(2)
-146.73(4)
-242.56(5)
-369.48(3)
-369.41(4)
-369.30(3)
-

De

5.41(18)
5.43(17)
5.40(23)
5.33(16)
5.18(15)
4.63(17)
2.55(17)
2.66(17)
2.67(15)
2.57(19)
4.07(13)
4.46(12)
3.97(17)

IP

IIP

5.87(2)
5.87(2)
8.18(6)
10.56(4)
10.50(5)
10.66(5)
10.67(3)
10.74(6)
10.30(7)
12.83(8)
12.79(5)
12.68(6)
-

24.86(1)
24.65(1)
24.49(5)
30.62(4)
30.51(5)
30.72(5)
30.77(3)
30.79(6)
34.29(7)
36.30(7)
36.18(6)
36.21(5)
oo
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TABLE 8.5: Dissociation energy (eV ) o f selected m olecules when calculated within the LDA,
the AFQMC, and the HF. QMC (LDA) and QMC (HF) refer to QMC with LDA wave function
and QMC with HF wave function respectively. The statistical errors are given in the parentheses.
DMC, H F GGA and experimental values are from Ref. [72], [73], [69] and [74] respectively.

QMC (LDA)
p2
S2
C12
AS2

[1]

5.19(16)
4.63(17)
2.69(14)
3.97(17)

QMC (HF)
4.48(19)

DMC
4.43(2)
4.22(3)
2.28(2)

HF
1.73
2.23
0.74

LDA
5.97
5.61
3.12
5.04

GGA
5.22
4.94
2.76
4.351

Exp
5.08
4.41
2.51
3.96

ABINIT with an LDA wavefunctions

TABLE 8.6: First ionization energy (eV) o f selected atoms, computed as { E x \ — E x }. All
QMC calculations are computed with the LDA non-local pseudopotentials. The statistical errors
are given in the parentheses. Experimental, HF and DMC values are from [74], [73] and [34]
respectively. LDA and GGA are generated from ABINIT.

Al
Si
P
S
Cl

QMC
5.88(2)
8.18(6)
10.67(3)
10.09(7)
12.68(6)

DMC
8.166(14)

HF

LDA

GGA

Exp

5.61
7.64
9.88
9.332
11.67

5.87
8.15
10.38
10.30
12.97

5.99
8.17
10.25
10.24
12.94

5.99
8.152
10.49
10.36
12.96

[2] In-house calculation
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TABLE 8.7: Second ionization energy(eV) of selected atoms, computed as { E x \ i — E x } . All
QMC calculations are computed with the LDA non-local pseudopotentials. The statistical errors
are given in the parentheses. Experimental and DMC values are from [74] and [34], LDA and
GGA are generated from ABINIT.

Al
Si
P
S
Cl

QMC
24.66(2)
24.49(5)
30.77(3)
34.16(7)
36.21(5)

DMC

HF

24.444(42)
32.42

LDA
24.46
24.50
30.21
33.84
36.56

GGA
24.81
24.41
30.10
33.63
36.52

Exp
24.81
24.428
30.26
33.69
36.78

HF and GGA are readily available, which we have also included. Al and Si first ioniza
tion energies show good agreement with experimental values e.g. with a difference of 0.1
eV from experimental value for Al-IP. A somewhat smaller deviation from experimental
value corresponds to Si first ionization energy where only 0.03 eV is observed, similar to
the DMC result [34], However, some results show a larger deviation. For example, first
ionization energies of P, S and Cl show nearly 0.3 eV discrepancy from experimental and
LDA values. The worst case appears in Sulfur second ionization energy which is reported
with nearly 0.5 eV error from the experimental value. We also show the results of IP from
HF, DFT-LDA and DFT-GGA calculations. We see than DFT results, particularly those of
GGA, are extremely accurate for the ionization energies. Not surprisingly, Hartree-Fock
calculations give significant errors underestimating IP and IIP in S by about 1.0 eV.
While the atomization results from AFQMC are uniformly excellent, the ionization
results are more mixed. Several factors may have contributed to the larger discrepancies
between our QMC ionization potentials and experimental values. It may be that the sys
tematic error from the phaseless approximation is magnified because the absolute energies
in the ionization potentials are larger ( ~ 20 eV for IP, and ~ 20 eV for IIP, compared to
~ 5 eV for dissociation energies). The pseudopotential may also have had an impact. The
OPIUM pseudopotentials are generated with DFT-LDA. Whether they are sufficiently ac
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curate to be used in a many-body calculation (such as our QMC) is not firmly established.
For example, the effect from non-linear core corrections [75], which can be put in ex
plicitly in an LDA calculation, is less clear in a many-body context. In addition, our trial
wavefunctions for open-shell (e.g. in P+) systems have ignored the shell degeneracies.
In LDA calculations this is treated “properly” with fractional fillings in calculating the
density. In, QMC, however, we simply create a single-determinant trial wavefunction to
use by selecting one of the degenerate orbitals. It is unclear whether this has impacted the
results. These factors await further investigation in the future to quantify their effects.
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CHAPTER 9
Concluding remarks (AFQMC Study of
Molecular Electronic Structure)
The phase-free auxiliary-held quantum Monte Carlo method is a new ground-state
many-body approach still being developed in our group. Unlike standard independentparticle approaches for electronic structure, it aims to solve the many-body Schrodinger
equation directly, and offers the promise of a more accurate method for strongly correlated
systems, where there is tremendous fundamental and technological interest and for which
reliable computational methods are needed. Although computationally more demanding,
the use of stochastic sampling allows the QMC method to have essentially the same scal
ing as independent-particle approaches. Compared to the standard diffusion Monte Carlo
method, our approach has several promising new features. It imposes second quantization
and handles particle symmetry automatically. It allows the use of any one-particle basis,
and can incorporate state-of-the-art techniques (non-local pseudopotential, plane-waves
and FFT’s, etc.) straightforwardly from independent-particle approaches. Further, the
results so far have demonstrated an insensitivity to the quality of the trial wave function,
thereby reducing the demand for wavefunction optimization in QMC. Applications to
89
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date have yielded results comparable to DMC and some of the most accurate theoretical
results in atoms, molecules, and several extended systems.
In this thesis we have further tested the new phase-free auxiliary-held QMC method,
and studied its various characteristics in atoms and diatomic molecules. Our AFQMC
calculations were performed using the LDA wavefunctions and planewave basis sets, and
non-local pseudopotentials generated from LDA to represent the pseudo ions. The use of
a planewave basis set offers many advantages, although it also requires large amount of
computational time for isolated atoms and molecules. In this sense, these systems repre
sent somewhat unfavorable situations and provide rather stringent tests for our method.
We presented validation and testing of several parameters: cutoff energy, system size
and Trotter errors. We computed dissociation energy and ionization energy of the hrstrow atoms/molecules, in particular Al, Si, P, S, Cl, in addition to As. Results are compared
with LDA, GGA and experimental values. In the case of dissociation energy, QMC results
show excellent agreement with the experimental values. For ionization potentials in atoms
are in reasonable agreement with experiment, but show noticeable systematic errors (up
to 0.5 eV). The possible sources for these errors were discussed, and several directions
for future study were outlined.
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APPENDIX A
Coulomb potential
Using the Ewald method [19, 20, 21, 22, 23], the Coulomb potential is obtained in
terms of a direct lattice sum and a 2-D reciprocal lattice sum. As shown below using our
Ewald construction, the reciprocal lattice sum [see Eq. (3.6)] will contain only G / 0
contributions, and these are conveniently expressed in terms of the Green’s function Q for
Eq. (3.7):
OO

Vg(z)

= - 47t J Q { z - z ' ) p G { z ') dz ' .

(A.l)

— OO

Physically meaningful results require that the G ^ 0 solutions satisfy lim^i^oo VG(z) =
0, which leads to the following unique definition of the G ^ 0 Green’s function:
6(z —z')e~G(z~z''>+$(z' —z)eG(-z~z'')

S(2

(A.2)

2G

' ~

where G = |G |. For any reasonably localized charge distribution

p g

( z ),

Eqs. (A.l) and

(A.2) result in well-behaved, exponentially decaying solutions of VG(z) as\z\ —>■oo.
We now describe our Ewald construction in more detail. The potential is given as
the sum of three terms

v (l’ - l ) = Vl(lf - l) + v2(V - I) + vs(l'),
91
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where V\ and v2 are due to p i(r) and p2(r), respectively in Eq. (3.13), and vs is
the correction for the interaction of the point charge qv with its own Gaussian density
qv g(r - V) in p2(r).
To calculate v\(V — I) we place, for consistency, the ( R ^ 0) qi> images at their
vertical projections onto the plane of the qt sublattice. c, (V —I) is then given by
erfc (y7a |l ' - l — R \)
\l '- l - R\
R
erfc ( \fa l ' - l - R
(A.4)
l '- l - R

RjtO

The mathematical form of this contribution is identical to its 3-D counterpart, except that
the sum is over 2-D rather than 3-D direct-lattice vectors R.
(I I*)
The 2-D planewave expansion of p\ ’ ’ (r) in Eq. (3.17) is given by
a \V2
- G 2 /Ac

-iG-lc

-

a { z - l z )2

el G r >\

(A.5)

G+0
where we have used the fact that l'z = lz. Note that the G = 0 term vanishes. Substituting
into Eq. (A.l) and using Eq. (A.2), yields:
( l '- l ) = E A l / ( C ) - / ( - G ) ] [e-G( « , ) _ ! ]
G^O

(A.6)

where
f ( x) = e ^ - ^ e r f c ( 2a|^

±?) -

(A.7)

Finally, the correction for the interaction of the point charge qt>with its own Gaussian
density is given by:
erf (y'a- V - V
(A.8)

Vs(l') =
v-v

As verified by direct calculation, the sum of these three terms is independent of the
parameter a. For efficiency, v{l' —I) is stored as a look-up table.
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APPENDIX B
Pseudopotentials
Even though the number of planewave is reduced substantially in the wavefunction
by truncating those with large kinetic energy, the planewave basis required to expand each
electronic wavefunction will still be very large no matter how small the cutoff energy is.
Fortunately, the property of a solid is chemically dependent on valence electrons to a
much greater degree than those of the core electrons. Therefore, the pseudopotential has
offered a way to further reduce the number of planewaves for electronic wavefunctions.
The method removes the core electrons and replace the strong potential with the weaker
ones. The all-electron (AE) wavefunctions are also replaced with pseudo-wavefunctions
which are smooth and mimic the behaviors of the AE wavefunctions beyond the core
region whose boundary is specified with the cutoff radius r c. Because pseudopotential
constructions are not unique, there exist several methods for generating them. However,
most constructions should follow the same guidelines [76, 77, 78] which are
1. Pseudo wavefunctions should be nodeless.
2. Beyond r c, the normalized pseudo wavefunction must be equal to the all-electron
wavefunction.
<t>FP(r) = t f E(r)
93
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3. The charge of pseudo wavefunctions must be the same as those of the all-electron
wavefunctions within r c.

4. The eigenvalues of the valence all-electron and pseudopotential must be identical.
„P P _

el

^AE

— el

5. Pseudo wavefunctions must be continuous at the core radius rc as so must their first
and second derivative.
Pseudopotentials which meet all these requirements are said to be norm-conserving.
The construction is based on the density function theory [42, 79] whose central idea
aims to obtain a screening potential by solving the Kohn-Sham equation self-consistently.
Pseudo-orbitals <f>{r) are prescribed based on the optimized pseudopotential method [80]
which writes wavefunctions as the sum of Bessel functions,

(B.l)
The prefactors of the four Bessel functions appearing in the first sum are chosen such
that wave functions are normalized and continuous (and up to second derivative con
tinuous) at r c. The latter is conbined for the purpose of optimizing the convergence of
pseudo-wavefunctions. With this choice of

the constructed pseudo-wavefunctions

are smooth and nodeless in the core region. With all the requirement met, the screening
potential is obtained by inverting the Kohn-Sham equation, and is expressed as:

(B.2)
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where ei is the all-electron eigenvalue at the angular momentum I. The descreen
ing potential Vi(r) is then calculated by directly subtracting the Hartree and exchangecorrelation potentials from the screening potential. By doing this, the pseudopotential
maintains the consistence and unbiased approach in which pseudo-orbitals constructed
from the reference state are able to use in all other configurational states. Since electrons
with different angular momentum scatter differently in the core region, it is essential
to have a non-local pseudopotential which defines different pseudopotentials for differ
ent angular momentum components. We generate the non-local pseudopotential based
on the Kleinman-Bylander scheme [54], The ionic pseudopotential is divided into two
components. One represents the local pseudopotential which is chosen arbitrarily at the
initialization process, often those of the lower angular momentum i.e. s or p. The other
is the semi-local part which by definition is the difference between the ionic and local
pseudopotential:
AVi{r) = Vl{ r ) - V L(r).

(B.3)

Following the Kleinman-Bylander scheme, the non-local pseudopotential is approximate
as the reference wavefunction <j>i is projected out from the non-local potential for each
angular I. The pseudo potential is

where AVj(r) is the /-dependent correction term. The quality of the pseudopotential
is determined through two properties; transferability and convergence, which can be con
trolled through the cutoff radius rc. Good convergence potential relates to the construction
with large rc which gives the smooth and nodeless pseudo-wavefunction. However, this
configuration yields very low transferability in which it is less likely to reproduce pseu
dopotential in other atomic states than those of the reference state. Smaller r c increases
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transferability due to the fact that the pseudo-wavefunction is constructed closely to the
true all-electron wavefunction. However, very small r c is not suitable to the construction
because the smaller r c gets, the less smooth the wavefunctions become. The least pos
sible value of rc must be at the outer node of the all-electron wavefunction so that the
wavefunctions remain nodeless.
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APPENDIX C
Charged Simulation Cell Correction
In the systems whose atomic species are charged, the total energy diverge with sys
tem size when imposing the periodic boundary condition. Therefore, a special consider
ation must be given in order to bring back size convergence to the calculations. In this
appendix, we discuss the charged simulation cell formalism which is described by Makov
and Payne[66, 67] to treat a non-periodic system in a periodic calculation.
In this formalism, a large supercell containing a charged system can be mapped
into a new supercell which have the same charged system immersed in a positive jellium
background which neutralize the overall system charge. The energy of the new system
converges as a power law of the supercell size, L. A correction up to 0 ( L ~ 5) can be
used to correct the total energy in order to obtain a more rapid convergence of the result.
Expression for the charge density of the system described above is

P(r ) — Pc(r) + no,

(C.l)

where pc(r) is the charge density of the atom of interest. The jellium density, n 0, can be
expressed as n 0 = —q/Vc in which q is the total charge and V is the supercell volume.
The density can be separated into two parts, namely
97
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p(r) = [no + <?<5(r - r o)] + [pc(r) - q8{r - r 0)]
“V
1 ' V*“
pl

(C.2)

P2

where r 0 is chosen such that p2 contains no dipole i.e. the energy due to p>-p> interaction
converges as 0 ( L ~ 5)[66, 67],
Therefore the energy of interaction can be separated into three components: E u , E22
and Ei2. The three energies are defined as the interaction on a lattice between pi-pi, p2p2 and p\-p2 respectively. En is referred to as the Medelung energy of a system of point
charges on a cubic lattice in a neutralized background,

EU =

(C.3)

The interaction of the neutral charge density, p2 simply converges to 0 ( L ~ 5) (as
mentioned above).
The third contribution, E i2 can be divided into two components, the interaction be
tween p2 and the point charge in pi and the interaction of p2 with the jellium background.
The first term, however, vanishes due to the symmetry for a simple cubic lattice. The
second component leads to a total contribution of

Eu =

[

d \ p 2(r)r2 + 0 ( L - 5)

6 V c Jcell

Therefore, the total energy for a simple cubic lattice for charged supercell is
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(C.4)
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